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Chapter - 1 Introduction 

1 Introduction 
 

1.0. Introduction 

Proteins are the most versatile macromolecules in living systems and serve crucial 

functions in essentially all biological processes. They are linear polymers built of monomer 

units called amino acids. A series of amino acids joined by peptide bonds – the covalent 

chemical bonds formed when the carboxyl group of one amino acid reacts with the amino 

group of another by the loss of a water molecule – form a polypeptide chain. In general, forty 

to fifty residues – amino acids that are incorporated into peptides are termed as residues - 

appear to be near the minimum for a polypeptide chain to fold into a discrete and stable 

shape that allows it to carry out a particular function and a polypeptide chain smaller than 

forty residues are simply called peptides. With twenty different standard amino acids and 

some non-standard amino acids, it is easy to see a huge number of different protein 

molecules are possible.  

Proteins contain a wide range of functional groups and they can interact with one another 

and also with other biological macromolecules to form complex assemblies. The spontaneous 

folding of proteins allow for interactions between amino acids that may be distant from each 

other in the primary sequence and fold up into three-dimensional structures. Proteins 

structure can be organized hierarchically from primary structure to quaternary structure by 

the degree of complexity in the polypeptide chain. The primary structure of proteins refers to 

the sequence of amino acids in the polypeptide chains. The secondary structure of proteins 

deals with the fact that polypeptide chains form a regularly repeating structure, such as an 

alpha-helix and beta-sheet. The tertiary structure of proteins gives the overall structural 

arrangement of one single subunit polypeptide chain. The quaternary structure of proteins 

refers to the arrangement and interaction of several subunit polypeptide chains to form a 

protein complex. The three-dimensional structure of a protein determines not only its size 

and shape, but also its function, whether it is binding a small molecule or interacting with 

another large molecule, and each protein within the body has a specific function.  
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Experimental techniques like X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy provide 

extremely valuable and essential information about the three dimensional (3D) structures of 

biological macromolecules [1, 2]. They are at the moment irreplaceable tools to provide 

atomic-detail structures and starting point of almost all theoretical investigations. These 

techniques can only give atomic-detail structures for either stable end states of 

conformational transitions or long-lived intermediates. The exact conformational transitions 

between these states are very difficult to characterize by these experimental techniques. In 

contrast, molecular dynamics (MD) simulations, probing the space and timescales 

simultaneously, can characterize these conformational transitions.  

 

1.1. Molecular Dynamics (MD) Simulation 

MD simulation is an important theoretical tool for understanding the physical basis of the 

structure and function of biological macromolecules by allowing atoms and molecules to 

interact over time at a given temperature following the laws of classical mechanics. MD 

simulations capture the behavior of the biological macromolecules in full atomic detail, but 

their computational demands, combined with the challenge of appropriately modeling the 

relevant physics, have historically restricted their length and accuracy. Several recent 

developments in algorithms, softwares and hardwares promise to make MD simulations even 

more useful in the study of proteins and other biomolecular systems [3]. They not only lead 

us to a better understanding of the biomolecular systems under study through the 

implementation of extremely long simulations (up to the milliseconds (ms) and seconds (s) 

ranges) but also permit systematic validation of the models and methods underlying MD 

simulations [3].  

 

1.2. Theory of MD Simulation 

According to the model chosen to represent a physical system, molecular dynamics 

simulation methods can be distinguished into two main families, namely classical and 

quantum MD simulations. Because quantum MD simulations require orders of magnitude 

more computational resources, at present only the classical MD is practical for simulations of 

biomolecular systems comprising many thousands of atoms and will be described here. In the 
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classical MD simulations, molecules are treated as classical objects, resembling very much 

the ‘ball and stick’ model. Atoms correspond to soft balls and elastic sticks correspond to 

bonds. The laws of classical mechanics define the dynamics of the system. The interaction 

law is specified by an empiric potential U (r1….rN), called an atomic force field, which 

represents the potential energy of N interacting atoms as a function of their positions ri = (xi, 

yi, zi).  A typical force field, used in the simulations of biosystems, takes the form as  
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where    is the distance between the two atoms of the m-th bond,   
  is the equilibrium bond 

length,   
  is the force constant,   is the m-th angle between the two adjacent bonds that 

share a common atom,   
 is the equilibrium bond angle,   

 is the force constant,   is the m-

th dihedral angle between the two adjacent angles that share a common bond,   is the 

periodicity factor which determines the number of equilibrium dihedral angles in a 360˚ 

rotation,   is the phase shift,    is the amplitude,    is the m-th improper dihedral angle 

among four atoms that are not bonded successively to one another,   
  is the equilibrium 

improper dihedral angle, and    
  is the force constant. The first four terms are called the 

bonded interaction, which maintain the bond lengths, the bond angles and the dihedral angles 

so that chemical groups will remain sterically stable in an MD simulation. The last two 

terms, the van-der-Waals interactions described by the Lennard-Jones potential and the 
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electrostatic potential, are called the non-bonded interactions. The non-bonded interactions 

among the atoms of a macromolecule that affect its secondary structure, organize them into 

complexes and other assemblies.  

 

In MD simulations the time evolution of a set of interacting atoms is followed via the 

solution of Newton’s equations of motion, 

       
     ( )

   
 

 

where   ( )   (  ( )   ( )   ( )) is the position vector of i
th

 atom and    is the force 

acting upon i
th

 atom at time t and    is the mass of the i
th

 atom. To integrate the above 

second-order differential equations the instantaneous forces acting on the atoms and their 

initial positions and velocities need to be specified. Due to the many-body nature of the 

problem the equations of motion are discretized and solved numerically. The position of each 

atom in space is defined by ri(t), whereas the velocities vi(t) determine the kinetic energy and 

temperature in the system. The MD trajectories are defined by both position and velocity 

vectors and they describe the time evolution of the system in phase space. Interested readers 

can refer the books [4-10] for detailed theory and explanations of advanced topics on MD 

simulation methods and analysis. 

 

1.3. Analysis of MD Simulation 

The results of MD simulations are stored in the form of trajectories, a series of snap shots – 

the coordinates of the system – over the simulation time. It is very difficult to analyze these 

trajectories of larger systems for longer simulation times. These trajectories can easily 

become very large from many gigabytes for standard simulations of soluble proteins up to 

terabytes and more for millisecond simulations and/or for large protein aggregations or 

transmembrane proteins obtainable from specially designed computer systems like Anton 

[11]. Analyzing the results of MD simulations may take longer time than that of data 

generation and also impose a severe burden on disk storage and data transfer systems, 

because the process of data analysis will typically require frequent and high speed access to 

the data.  
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Even today most MD simulations are still analyzed manually guided by the expert 

knowledge of the investigator [3]. If the important regions are known beforehand, very 

simple measures like geometrical measures (distances, contacts, angles and dihedral angles) 

to very complicated measure like dynamic tensor analysis are used now-a-days. Programs 

like ptraj from the AMBER program suite [12, 13], MMTools from the NAMD developers 

[14], JGromacs [15], Molecular Modelling Toolkit [16], Carma [17], MDTRA [18], 

MDAnalysis [19], and ilmm [20] as well as the BioSimGrip platform [21] provide a large set 

of tools that can be utilized to perform the required calculations. However, if details of the 

studied mechanism are totally unknown, it is necessary to rely on trial-and-error. 

Alternatively, the simulation must first be structured by other means, optimally in an 

automatic manner [22-34]; some of these approaches are specifically designed for and/or 

based on torsion angles [35-41]. 

 

1.4. MD Simulation Analysis Measures 

The most commonly used procedure is to calculate the root mean square deviation 

(RMSD), the root mean square distance between the corresponding atomic positions in two 

structures after the rotation and translation of one structure to align it optimally onto the 

other, in order to quantify similarity. Clustering can then be performed based on this 

similarity criterion. Finally, the structures in the different clusters are compared to determine 

the mechanism and detect the intermediates. The RMSD is, however, a global measure; it 

does not provide information on the parts of the structure that change. Thus, very flexible 

parts of the molecule could show high RMSDs even when the global topologies and 

especially the active sites of the compared structures are similar. On the other hand, 

important changes in a small part of the molecule result in only a small RMSD when the rest 

of the molecule is rigid. Furthermore, the RMSD is most often calculated with respect to just 

one specific reference structure (the experimental or starting structure), leading to two 

additional problems. (1) The RMSD with respect to this reference structure only provides 

information on the absolute deviations of atomic coordinates. It does not provide any 

information on the directionality of the structural changes; i.e., even if the RMSDs of two 

different structures from the reference structure are very similar, this does not mean that the 

RMSD between those two different structures is small. (2) If structures become very different 
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to the reference, it may be difficult to obtain reasonable alignments, and the RMSD 

calculation can be disrupted.  

Similar to RMSD, root mean square fluctuations (RMSF) can also be used as a measure to 

analyze the MD simulation data. RMSF is a measure of the deviation between the position of 

particle    and reference position   
   

; typically this reference position will be the time-

averaged position of the same particle. RMSF is averaged over time and gives a value for 

each particle i. In contrast, in the RMSD calculation the average is taken over the particle and 

gives time specific values. Other geometric measures like distances (distance between any 

two atoms or distances between all atoms), contacts (between any two atoms or between all 

atoms; especially hydrogen bonds), angles (between any three atoms), torsion angles 

(between any four atoms; especially backbone torsion angles φ and ψ), and radius of gyration 

(calculated as the root mean square distance of the objects from either its center of gravity or 

a given axis) can also be used as a measure to analyze the MD simulation data. Other 

analysis methods like secondary structure analysis using pattern-recognition process of 

hydrogen-bonded and geometrical features, e.g. DSSP – Dictionary of Secondary Structure 

for Proteins [42], principal component analysis (PCA) [43], and clustering analysis [28, 44] 

can also be used to analyze MD simulation data.  

In contrast with traditional tools, TimeScapes [23], an automated method for the detection 

of potentially important structure-changing events in long MD trajectories was developed in 

the group of D. E. Shaw. The program uses a coarse-grained representation of amino acid 

side-chains (representative atoms) and calculates the distance between all pairs of the 

representative atoms. It lists out all pairs of residues and corresponding distances for all 

snapshots, for which the distance falls below a certain cutoff at least once during the 

simulations. The distance cutoff method is useful for detecting local contact formation and 

breaking activities and an approach based on Delaunay tetrahedralization is suited to the 

detection of global folding activities. Events of scientific interest, including conformational 

changes, folding transitions, and translocations of ligands and reaction products, often 

correspond to high-level structural rearrangements that alter contacts between molecules or 

among different parts of a molecule, can be characterized in long MD trajectories.  
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1.5. C
α
 Torsion Angle 

To overcome the problems associated with the use of RMSD and other measures, I propose 

to use C
α
 torsion angles [45] – torsion angles derived from four consecutive C

α
 atoms. It is a 

highly valuable similarity measure on the substructure scale and can help to find major 

events that occur during the course of the MD simulation. Figure 1.1 shows the four 

successive C
α
 atoms (C

α
i-1; C

α
i; C

α
i+1; C

α
i+2) connected by virtual bonds and the torsion angle 

between them are called as C
α
 torsion angles. Even though these torsion angles were first 

proposed a long time ago and used in the coarse grained model [46], they have not been 

recognized as a standard criterion for MD analysis yet.  

 

 

 

Figure 1.1: Four successive C
α
 atoms - C

α
i-1; C

α
i; C

α
i+1; C

α
i+2 – connected by virtual bonds 

and the torsion angles between them are defined as C
α
 torsion angles.  

 

This measure describes changes in the backbones of large systems on a residual length 

scale, i.e., a small number of residues at a time. Also, it can be used to identify states and 

events, i.e., the molecular parts of the protein involved in the structural changes and the times 

at which the changes occurred, not based on the similarity of the global structure but on a 

fine-grained torsion angle by torsion angle analysis. By combining the C
α
 torsion angles with 

the RMSD and the TimeScapes method, as they give complementary information, one can 

extract secrets out of the molecular dynamics simulations. 
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1.6. System of Interest – DNA polymerase I 

Apart from the technical problems related to MD simulations (explained in the previous 

sections), the biochemical challenge is to filter the important transition - considering the 

evolution of the starting structure through a series of intermediates to the product stage - 

from among the immense number of small thermal fluctuations. The MD simulations allow 

for atomic-level characterization of biomolecular processes such as the conformational 

transitions associated with protein function. Significant domain movements in a host protein 

may assist binding of a ligand/substrate, whereas the thermal motions, such as side-chain 

rotations occurring at equilibrium, are often the precondition for functional activity. Some 

conformational transitions (the fast ones) can be followed by the MD simulations. One such 

example is the closing mechanism of DNA polymerase I during the nucleotide incorporation. 

DNA polymerases are the enzymes that catalyze all DNA synthesis in nature often with 

astounding speed and accuracy. This molecule shows a hand-like arrangement, including a 

thumb, a palm and a fingers domain. The catalytic cycle leading to nucleotide insertion 

comprises several steps, including a major structural rearrangement in the form of a 

movement of the fingers domain towards the thumb domain, i.e., the transition from the open 

to the closed form [47]. The structural studies revealed that the substrate binding to DNA 

polymerases induces structural rearrangements that facilitate selection of the correct 

incoming nucleotide. Comparing structures of binary DNA/polymerase complexes with those 

that include an incoming nucleotide (i.e., ternary complex) indicates that a subdomain 

(fingers or N subdomain) often repositions itself to close upon the nascent base pair [48, 49]. 

This results in a nascent base pair that is sandwiched between the primer terminus and 

polymerase. A more general description of DNA polymerase families and molecular 

architecture is given in chapter 3.  

Mutants of DNA polymerase I from Thermus aquaticus (Taq) with higher fidelity 

compared to the wild type enzyme were identified in an earlier study by Marx group [50]. In 

order to describe the differences in replication fidelity in atomic detail, molecular dynamics 

simulation on the closed ternary complex structure of the wild type and the PLQ mutant - one 

of the mutants from Marx group [50] - with Watson-Crick as well as mismatched base 

pairings of the incoming nucleotide were performed earlier in our group [51, 52]. To also 
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analyze the influence of the closing mechanism on the fidelity, many different simulations 

are needed using different point mutations and Watson-Crick as well as mismatched base 

pairs but also multiple starting points to guarantee convergence. These simulations must be 

then analyzed to find the dissimilarities and also similarities among the different systems. 

Criteria have to be found that are able to identify all of the relevant intermediates of the 

closing mechanism in each simulation, the times at which transitions between these 

intermediates are occurring, as well as the regions of the structure that changed during those 

transitions. The time at which a transition occurs (the temporal domain) and the local 

structural changes (the spatial domain) that occur during it are termed as an “event” in the 

following. 

 

1.7. Aim of the Thesis 

The main goal of my thesis is to provide the prerequisites for targeted molecular dynamics 

(TMD) simulations for the closing mechanism of DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1). The hand-

like structure (thumb, palm and fingers domains) of this molecule undergoes several 

structural rearrangements, which includes the movement of the fingers domain towards the 

thumb domain, during the closing mechanism. These structural rearrangements are highly 

relevant for the fidelity of DNA polymerase I. Even though the initial and final structures of 

the DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1) are known, the mechanistic details of these transitions as 

well as the subtle variations introduced by mutations are still not well-known. Many 

simulations with different point mutations, Watson-Crick as well as mismatched base-pairs, 

and also multiple starting points to guarantee convergence, are needed to study the system 

thoroughly. Data generated by these MD simulations have to be analyzed to find the 

structural changes. The first major goal of my thesis is to find a criterion able to identify all 

the relevant intermediates in each simulation, the times of transitions between these 

intermediates, as well as the regions of the structure changing in these transitions. The major 

challenge here is to design a new (unbiased) criterion for characterizing the global changes 

with the possibility to identify the local changing parts also. The second major goal of my 

thesis is to develop a protocol to run the targeted MD (TMD) simulations. The protocol 

should be taken care of positional constraints with proper target-fit-masks, which are used to 
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best-fit the target structure to the simulation structure, and target-rms-masks, which are used 

to calculate the RMSD. Also the protocol should be able to enforce the relevant structural 

changes with these positional constraints as well as to reduce the deadlock situations in the 

TMD simulations. 

Chapters of my thesis are arranged independently, with chapter 2 & 3 and chapter 4 

describing work dealing with the first and second major goal of the thesis, respectively. In 

chapter 2, C
α
 torsion angle total score (CATATS) method - based on the scoring scheme, 

which uses the differences in C
α
 torsion angles, was introduced to analyze the MD simulation 

data. I carried out three artificially high-temperature unfolding simulations of polypeptides 

and analyzed the results using the CATATS method. To show the advantages and 

disadvantages of the CATATS method, the results of the three artificially high-temperature 

unfolding simulations were compared with RMSD. 

In chapter 3, an unconstrained simulation of an open-form ternary complex DNA 

polymerase I (Klentaq1) was carried out and the results were analyzed using C
α
 torsion 

angles. The molecular dynamics simulation analyses results using C
α
 torsion angles provide 

information that is complementary to other measures, such as the RMSD and the TimeScapes 

approach. By combining these three criteria (C
α
 torsion angles, RMSD, and TimeScapes), I 

am able to obtain a consistent picture of the structural changes that occurred during an 

unconstrained simulation of an open-form ternary complex of the large fragment of Thermus 

aquaticus DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1) with a primer/template DNA and cytidine 

triphosphate. The method used to identify states and events described in this thesis is not 

based on the similarity of the global structure but on a fine-grained torsion angle by torsion 

angle analysis. In this way, the time evolution can be specified separately for each of the 

changing substructures.  

In chapter 4, I analyzed the influence of specific simulation parameters on the targeted MD 

simulation of the transition of the open-form to the closed-form ternary complex of DNA 

polymerase I (Klentaq1). Six TMD simulations with different constrains (cases) were carried 

out. In three TMD simulations (case 4, 5, and 6), different starting structures from the 

unconstrained simulations (after 1ns, 5ns, and 10ns) were used to see the convergence of the 
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structures. Detailed analyses of the results of these six different TMD simulations were 

reported and a preferred protocol and preferred constraints to investigate DNA polymerase I 

(Klentaq1) closing mechanism were concluded. 
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2 MD Simulation of Polypeptides 
 

2.0. Introduction 

Computer simulations of biomolecules are challenging, even for small molecules, such as 

peptides and polypeptides.  To fully characterize the structural and dynamical properties of 

the polypeptides, one would like to compute the complete ensemble of conformations of the 

polypeptides as a function of time. Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations try to do this 

partially by generating continuous, atomic-resolution trajectories, providing a potentially 

powerful complement to experimental results in elucidating key aspects of biological 

processes. Advances in computer hardware, software and algorithms have now made it 

possible to run atomistically detailed molecular dynamics simulations of sufficient length to 

observe multiple conformational transitions of the polypeptides. The results of MD 

simulations are stored in the form of trajectories but it is difficult and time consuming to 

analyze these trajectories of longer simulation time of larger systems. Because of the size of 

the data, the analysis may take much longer time than that of the data generation.  

To overcome the problems with the size of the data as well as with criteria used for analysis 

(a detailed discussion about criteria given in chapter 1) the goal of the work described in this 

chapter is to design a new unbiased criterion for characterizing global changes with the 

possibility to localize changing parts during the MD simulations. Starting from C
α
 torsion 

angles [45], I designed a total similarity score which uses the differences in C
α
 torsion angles 

between conformations to characterize the undergoing conformational transitions. A detailed 

description will be given in the methods and materials section below (Section 2. 1). Even if 

these torsion angles have been proposed a long time ago, they have not been recognized as a 

standard criterion for MD analysis yet. Three artificially high-temperature unfolding 

simulations will then be used to show the advantages and disadvantages of the new criterion 

in comparison with RMSD.  
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2.1. Methods and Materials 

2.1.1. C
α
 Torsion Angle Matrix and Scoring Scheme  

For a given set of atomic coordinates of a protein, the backbone could be considered as a 

chain of C
α
 atoms linked by pseudobonds between the C

α
 atoms of successive amino acid 

residues. The dihedral angles made by these pseudobonds in the protein structures are known 

as C
α
 torsion angle - dihedral angle i defined as C

α
(i-1)–C

α
(i)–C

α
(i+1)–C

α
(i+2) for each 

residue i. These C
α
 torsion angles were calculated using an in-house program to form a (m, n) 

matrix (A), where m represents the number of time-steps (structures or snap shots) of the MD 

simulation and n represents the number of C
α
 torsion angles, which is in general three less 

than the total number of amino acids: 
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The differences of C
α
 torsion angles (δ) can be used as a criterion to identify the significant 

changes – large differences between any two immediate structures (or) any pair of structures 

- occur during the simulation. All these differences can be combined to a C
α
 torsion angle 

difference matrix formed as 
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The superscripts are the structure numbers and the subscripts are the C
α
 torsion angle 

numbers. Thus, e.g. 2

1

1

1

12

1  is the difference of first C
α
 torsion angle between first and 
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second structure. As shown in the results below, each individual matrix element is highly 

influenced by thermal fluctuations rendering a direct automatic identification of major events 

almost impossible. The size of the changes in single torsion angles occurring in a specific 

amount of time is of the same order of magnitude for a process leading from one biological 

relevant structure to another and for random thermal fluctuations. While the first should be 

identified as an event, the latter just introduces noise, which has to be filtered out.  

Due to thermal fluctuations, the values of C
α
 torsion angles, and hence the differences of C

α
 

torsion angles (δ) are also changing very fast and make the difference matrix (
diffA ) even 

more complex. Binning, one among the data reduction techniques, can be used to obtain a 

reduced representation of the data set that is much smaller in volume and yet closely 

maintains the integrity of the original data.  To do this, a scoring scheme based on equal 

width binning, which assigns differences to specific bins and an integer value d is given to 

each of these bins to quantify the dissimilarity of an individual torsion angle, can be used as 

an additional criterion to identify the structural similarity. 
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d  (3) 

 

The total dissimilarity score 
k

ij

k

ij dD  for each pair of structures is finally defined as the 

sum of all the d-values for individual torsion angles, where nk 1  is the number of the 
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specific C
α 

torsion angles and mi 1 , mj 1  are the number of the time-steps 

corresponding to the pair of structures. These total score values can again be arranged as C
α
 

torsion angle total score (CATATS) matrix: 
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Correspondingly, a root mean square deviation (RMSD) matrix combining all the RMSD 

values between each pair of structures can be set up: 
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Here, ijR  is the RMSD values calculated between i and j
th 

structures. For the easier 

analysis and interpretation, these matrices can be visualized as heat maps, a graphical 

representation of data, where the values taken by a variable in a two-dimensional table are 

represented as colors. The molecular dynamics simulations time-steps m were plotted along 

the X and Y-axes of the heat maps and the colors represent the CATATS and RMSD, 

respectively. This approach is not only providing an easy and quick way to compare a single 

structure with other structures, but is also very useful in visualizing and grouping the similar 

conformational structures into clusters as shown in the results and discussion section 2. 2.  
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2.1.2. General MD Simulations Setup  

Energy minimizations, equilibrations, and dynamics simulations were performed using the 

AMBER 10 suite of programs [53] with the modified version of the Cornell et al. force field 

(parm99) [54]. The missing atoms were added in standard positions as defined in the 

AMBER parameter files using the tleap functionality [53] during the preparation of input 

files for the MD simulations. The system was immersed in a solvent box in the form of a 

periodic truncated octahedron and the distance between the edges of the water box and the 

closest atom of the solute was at least 12 Å in every direction. The systems were neutralized 

at an ionic strength of 0.15mM l
-1 

by adding sodium (Na+) and chloride (Cl-) ions. The 

whole system was minimised by up to 5000 steps to relax unfavourable conformations 

generated by the standard placement of the missing atoms. For equilibration, the system was 

then first heated from 100 K to 300 K for 100 ps (picosecond) and then relaxed to a density 

corresponding to 1 bar for 100 ps in a sequence of MD simulations using canonical (NVT) 

and the isothermal isobaric (NPT) ensemble, respectively. In these simulations, harmonic 

restraints with force constant of 5 kcal mol 
-1

 A
-2

 were applied to all solute atoms excluding 

the automatically added atoms. These restraints were then gradually reduced to zero during 

500 ps of NVT-MD. Production runs of 20 ns were then preformed. The particle mesh Ewald 

(PME) method [55] was used in all simulations to treat long-range electrostatic interactions 

and the SHAKE method [56] to constrain bond lengths of bonds involving hydrogen atoms. 

The time step for all MD simulations was set to 2 fs with a non-bonded cutoff of 9 Å. 

 

2.2. Results and Discussion 

Three polypeptides of different amino acids length, α-Conotoxin (16 amino acids), 

Crambin (46 amino acids) and Ubiquitin (76 amino acids) (refer Appendix I), were taken as 

examples to check the CATATS method. These examples were not chosen because of their 

biological relevance but for having simple test cases on which we can enforce structural 

changes by artificial simulation conditions. Using a high temperature of 400 K and, in the 

case of α-Conotoxin, the breaking of two disulphur bridges, the unfolding of the peptides was 

initiated and followed for a period of 20 ns for α-Conotoxin, 10 ns for Crambin and 10 ns for 

Ubiquitin. For all simulations, every 2 ps snap-shots were recorded and every 100 ps snap-
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shot were taken into consideration for the analysis, resulting in 200 structures for α-

Conotoxin, 100 structures for Crambin and 100 structures for Ubiquitin.  

 

2.2.1. α-Conotoxin PnIB  

A 20 ns simulation to see the unfolding of α-conotoxin PnIB (PDB code 1akg [57]), a 

small, 16 residues, cysteine-rich peptide isolated from the venom of Conus spp. of predatory 

marine snails, was carried out as described above. Even with its small size, this peptide 

shows a very well defined structure stabilized by two disulphur bridges, which were formally 

reduced before starting the simulation to enforce the unfolding even stronger.  

 

 

Figure 2.1: Pair-wise comparison of C
α
 atoms RMSD (left) and CATATS (right) between 

every 100 ps structures of the 20 ns unfolding simulation of α-conotoxin PnIB (PDB code 

1akg) shown as heat maps: Similar and dissimilar structures are color-coded in blue and 

yellow, respectively. Refer Appendix – II a and Appendix – II b for the clear and enlarged 

version of Figure 2.1. 

 

The CATATS were calculated for all pairs of structures and the values were used to form 

the total score matrix AD (Equation 4). In this case, there is no need for superimposition of 

structures to an optimal level since the measure is based on internal coordinates not 

dependent on the orientation of the molecules. The heat map of the CATATS matrix is 
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shown in Figure 2.1. For RMSD matrix ARMSD (Equation 5), the coordinates of all the snap-

shots were pre-aligned onto the first structure using the AMBER analyzing tool PTRAJ [53] 

and plotted as heat map, which is also shown in Figure 2.1. Both heat maps show that the 

polypeptide passes through different intermediate states during the unfolding process, which 

are formed by similar conformations in consecutive snap shots (represented as squares of low 

RMSD or CATATS close to the diagonal shown in blue color). The overall look is definitely 

similar but also distinct differences can be seen. By visual comparison, I identified two stable 

states for the first 5ns in both RMSD and CATATS heat maps. In the RMSD map, these two 

stable states are separated by a very small transition phase, whereas in the CATATS heat 

map, the transition phase is much longer. For the next 5 ns (5 ns -10 ns), both RMSD and 

CATATS heat maps show a very similar picture with one major stable structure from 5 ns to 

9 ns and increasing dissimilarity between 9 ns and 10 ns. From 10 ns to 12 ns as well as from 

16 ns to 20 ns, the two maps are again very similar with some long-lived intermediates. From 

12 ns to 16 ns, the molecular structure passes quickly through a couple of short lived 

intermediates, which are very hard to distinguish manually.  

 

2.2.1.1. Clustering Analysis  

To find the defined starting and ending of the meta-stable intermediates, clearly visible in 

the heat maps, clustering analysis was used. For doing so, the hierarchical clustering method 

implemented in the Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME) [58] workflow management 

system was chosen using the bottom-up or agglomerative algorithm. This algorithm starts 

with every data point as one single cluster and tries to combine the most similar ones into 

superclusters until it ends up in one huge cluster containing all subclusters. The similarity 

between clusters was chosen as average linkage, i.e. the distance between two clusters c1 and 

c2 is defined as the mean distance between all points in c1 and c2, where the CATATS or 

RMSDs between snap shots of the simulation is used as distance. The dendrogram of the 

hierarchical cluster tree (see Figure 2.2) shows the overall clustering of all the snap-shots and 

their similarities with other structures. 
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Figure 2.2: The hierarchical cluster tree of all the snap-shots is shown as dendrogram by 

using hierarchical cluster assigner node in KNIME. The snap-shot numbers are plotted in the 

X-axis and the CATATS are in the Y-axis. Refer Appendix – III for the clear and enlarged 

version of Figure 2.2. 

 

Cutting the hierarchical cluster tree with different height ‘h’ will give the results for the 

corresponding specific number of clusters. Criteria, height and number of clusters can be set 

in KNIME as criterion for ending the combining of cluster. The number of stable 

intermediates and, thus, the optimal number of clusters is, however not known a priori. 

Different clusters numbers (15, 10 and 5) for both RMSD and CATATS (as shown in Figure 

2.3, 2.4 and 2.5) were tested to see how the interpretation of the simulation depends on this 

number. I will start the discussion with the largest number of clusters, only combining very 

similar structures to stable intermediates, and then focus on how these intermediates are then 

combined to investigate the relationship (similarity) of these intermediates. 
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2.2.1.2. 15 Clusters  

The clustering results for both RMSD and CATATS according to the cluster count are 

shown in Figure 2.3. Both RMSD and CATATS gives similar results with six major notable 

patches of consecutive snap shots belonging to a cluster, which represent the stable 

intermediates. The structure numbers for these stable intermediates are 1 – 15, 16 – 24, 25 – 

50, 51 – 85, 100 – 126, and 173 – 200 when using CATATS. The most prominent feature of 

the clustering based on CATATS is cluster number 13. Two intermediates (intermediate 3: 

25 – 50 and intermediate 6: 173 – 200) are grouped in this cluster. Since these two 

intermediates are having very similar CATATS, one can infer that these two intermediates 

are structurally very similar and also that this intermediate state is revisited by the molecule 

during 2.5 – 5 ns as well as 17 – 20ns of the simulation. Another interesting feature using 

CATATS clustering is cluster number 12 (snap shots 126 – 150), which has no 

corresponding cluster in the RMSD clustering. Since it is located in the region showing large 

flexibility in the heat maps of Figure 2.1, it corresponds not to a stable intermediate but to a 

grouping of outliers and will not be discussed further.  

 

  

Figure 2.3: Clustering based on RMSD (on the left side) and CATATS (on the right side) 

with respect to the cluster count 15. Refer Appendix – IV a and Appendix IV b for the clear 

and enlarged version of Figure 2.3. 

 

In the RMSD clustering, the above-mentioned six intermediates are seen with slightly 

shifted borders (start and end point) (1 – 21, 22 – 24, 25 – 50, 51 – 85, 99 – 118, and 162 - 
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200). No similarity between the two intermediates (intermediate 3 and 6), however, is 

detected based on RMSD and they are consequently grouped into two different clusters. The 

region around snap shot 130 to 160 is populated by a large number of clusters grouping only 

a small number of snap shots; these snap shots can be treated as a collection of outliers. This 

speaks, as already mentioned, for a fast transition with only short-lived unstable structures 

before finally the simulation reaches the stable intermediate (intermediate 6). 

 

2.2.1.3. 10 Clusters 

The clustering results for both RMSD and CATATS are shown in Figure 2.4. Notable 

changes are the clustering of the outlier and the different groupings of the intermediates. 

Many outliers are either added at the borders of the larger clusters of stable intermediates or 

combined into clusters representing larger numbers of outliers. More interestingly, the snap 

shots 16 – 24 (intermediate 2) are added to the cluster formed by intermediate 3 and 6 

(cluster 5) in the CATATS case but are added to intermediate 1 in the RMSD case. 

Intermediate 5 additionally augments cluster 5 based on CATATS. Finally, intermediate 3 

and 5 are combined in the RMSD clustering. 

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.4: Clustering based on RMSD (on the left side) and CATATS (on the right side) 

with respect to the cluster count 10. Refer Appendix – V a and Appendix V b for the clear 

and enlarged version of Figure 2.4. 
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2.2.1.4. 5 Clusters 

For the smallest number of clusters, all intermediates are assigned to three and the outliers 

to the remaining two clusters independently of the similarity measure. The groupings are, 

however, very different. The clustering results for both RMSD and CATATS are shown in 

Figure 2.5. In comparison to 10 clusters, intermediate 4 and 6 now form one large cluster 

based on RMSD and intermediate 4 and 5 are grouped in the CATATS clustering leading to 

the following final clustering: Clusters are formed by intermediates 1 and 2, intermediates 3 

and 5, as well as intermediates 4 and 6 in the RMSD clustering and by intermediate 1, 

intermediates 2, 3, and 6, as well as intermediates 4 and 5 in the CATATS clustering.  

 

 

  

 

Figure 2.5: Clustering based on RMSD (on the left side) and CATATS (on the right side) 

with respect to the cluster count 5. Refer Appendix – VI a and Appendix – VI b for the clear 

and enlarged version of Figure 2.5. 

 

 

The clustering of CATATS and RMSD with respect to the number of clusters and the 

number of structures is summarized again in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, respectively. The 

groupings of the intermediates (marked in yellow) and the adding of the outliers to the 

borders of the intermediates can be clearly seen. 
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Cluster No 
Snapshot No  

(15 clusters) 

Snapshot No  

(10 clusters) 

 

Snapshot No  

(5 clusters) 

 

1 1 – 15 1 – 15 
1 - 15 

152 – 159 

2 
16 – 24 

172 

16 – 50 

128 - 148 

171 – 200 

16 - 50 

    128 – 148 

    160 – 200  

3 

25 – 50 

134 – 135 

145 

171 

173 – 200 

51 - 92 

96 – 99 

127 

51 – 92 

96 – 127  

4 

51 – 85 

90 – 92 

96 – 99 

127 

93 – 95  93 – 95  

5 

 

86 – 89 

 

100 – 126  149 – 151  

6 

 

93 – 95 

 

149 – 151  
 

7 

 

100 – 126 

 

152 – 155  
 

8 

128 – 133  

136 – 144  

146 – 148  

156 – 159  
 

9 

 

149 – 151 

 

160; 162; 170; 
 

10 152 
161 

163 – 169   

11 153 – 155 
  

12 156 – 159 
  

13 160 
  

14 
161 

163 – 169    

15 162; 170; 
  

 

Table 2.1: Clustering analysis based on CATATS – snapshots numbers were tabled 

according to their cluster numbers for the cluster counts 15, 10 and 5, respectively. For 

detailed description of the numbers highlighted in yellow color refer main text. 
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Cluster No 
Snapshot No  

(15 clusters) 

Snapshot No  

(10 clusters) 

 

Snapshot No  

(5 clusters) 

 

1 1 – 21 1 – 21 1 – 24  

2 22 – 24 22 – 24 

25 – 50  

97 – 131  

133 – 135  

3 

25 – 50 

128 – 131 

133 – 135 

25 – 50 

97 – 118 

122 – 131 

133 – 135 

51 – 96  

162 – 200  

4 

51 – 85 

87 – 90 

93 – 96 

51 – 96 
132 

148 – 152  

5 
86 

91 – 92 
119 – 121 

136 – 147  

153 – 161  

6 97 – 98 
132 

148 – 152  

7 
99 – 118 

122 – 127 

136 – 147 

156 – 157  

8 119 – 121 153 – 155 
 

9 
132 

152 
158 – 161 

 

10 
136 – 145 

156 – 157 
162 – 200 

 

11 146 – 147 
  

12 148 – 151 
  

13 153 – 155 
  

14 158 – 161 
  

15 162 – 200 
  

 

Table 2.2: Clustering analysis based on RMSD – snapshots numbers were tabled according to 

their cluster numbers for the cluster counts 15, 10 and 5, respectively. For detailed 

description of the numbers highlighted in yellow color refer main text. 

 

2.2.1.5. Superimposition of representative structures 

To understand the contradicting results, I analyzed the overlays of the 3D structures of the 

intermediates. Since this is not possible for all structures clustered together to form the 

intermediate state, the representative structures for each of these intermediates, i.e. the 

structures closest to the average structure of the intermediate state, were chosen for the 
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alignment and visually inspected. The six representative structures, namely REP1 (1 – 15 in 

red color), REP2 (16 – 24 in green color), REP3 (25 – 50 in blue color), REP4 (51 – 85 in 

magenta color), REP5 (100 – 126 in cyan color) and REP6 (173 – 200 in yellow color) are 

superimposed as shown in Figure 2.6. All the six structures have relatively stable middle 

parts and the prominent changes are seen in the N-terminus of the intermediates REP1, REP2 

and REP3. The other three representative structures have very similar conformations in the 

N-terminus. It is possible to group these structures into clusters by visual inspection, since 

there are only six structures. The overall conformation of REP3 and REP5 as well as REP4 

and REP6 are very similar by visual inspection and also there are some notable similarities 

between REP2, REP4 and REP6. This favors more the RMSD clustering even if I would not 

cluster REP1 and REP2 based on the superimposition. 

 

 

Figure 2.6: Superposition of the six representative structures, namely, REP1 (1 – 15 in red 

color), REP2 (16 – 24 in green color), REP3 (25 – 50 in blue color), REP4 (51 – 85 in 

magenta color), REP5 (100 – 126 in cyan color) and REP6 (173 – 200 in yellow color).  
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2.2.1.6. Superimposition of REP1 and REP2 

Using these representative structures, I will now analyze in detail the differences in the 

clustering using the two similarity criteria as well as the clustering based on the visual 

inspection above. The first difference was seen for the very beginning of the simulation. In 

the case of RMSD clustering, the first 24 structures were divided into two groups with the 

first 21 structures in one cluster and the structures from 22 to 24 in another cluster when 

using a cluster count of 15. In the case of CATATS clustering, the first 15 structures were 

grouped into one cluster with the reference structure REP1 and the structures from 16 to 24 

were grouped into another cluster with reference structure REP2. One could argue that this is 

just a slight shift of the borders, but more importantly, the two clusters build a supercluster 

starting from a cluster count of 10 with the RMSD measure (high to medium similarity) but 

never with CATATS (low similarity). 

 

 

Figure 2.7: Superposition of representative structures of the groups 1 - 15 (REP1 in red color) 

and 16 - 24 (REP2 in green color).  

 

Even though these two intermediates show some differences in the terminal amino acids 

according to the pairwise overlay of the representative structures REP1 and REP2 (see Figure 

2.7), their central parts are very much similar. To show this, I also aligned substructures. The 
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representative structures were divided into three sub-structures each. The first sub-structure 

(SS1) contains the first five amino-acids from N-terminus and the third sub-structure (SS3) 

contains the last five amino-acids from the C-terminus. The remaining six amino-acids 

between SS1 and SS3 are considered as the second sub-structure (SS2). The pairwise overlay 

of the sub-structures SS1, SS2, SS3 and their corresponding C
α 

torsion angle values are 

shown in Figure 2.8.  

   

 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 1 

(SS1) 

REP 2 

(SS1) 

1 66.586 
-

150.874 

2 10.766 107.101 

3 99.696 79.658 

4 
-

145.547 

-

162.135 
 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 1 

(SS2) 

REP 2 

(SS2) 

5 41.86 55.228 

6 51.711 40.129 

7 52.543 66.699 

8 55.227 44.606 

9 47.055 51.579 
 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 1 

(SS3) 

REP 2 

(SS3) 

10 38.733 71.653 

11 161.875 -144.703 

12 60.242 27.159 

13 88.479 147.413 
 

 

Figure 2.8: Superposition of sub-structures SS1 (1 - 5 amino acids – left side), SS2 (6 – 11 

amino acids – center) and SS3 (12 – 16 amino acids – right side) of REP1 (in red color), 

REP2 (in green color) and their corresponding C
α 

torsion angles are also tabulated. 

 

The pairwise sub-structure match of REP1:SS2 and REP2:SS2 shows a good alignment and 

their corresponding C
α 

torsion angles, CAT. No. 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, are also very similar. Their 

values are comparable between REP1 and REP2. Whereas the pairwise sub-structures match 

of REP1:SS1 and REP2:SS1 align differently, because the C
α 

torsion angles CAT. No. 1 and 

2 are changing drastically. Similarly, REP1:SS3 and REP2:SS3 shows an only reasonable 

alignment because of the flexibility of the termini amino acids. These termini are the reason 

that the two intermediates are never clustered together with the CATATS, since torsion angle 

1, 2, 11, and 13 contribute largely to the total score (see also Figure 2.8). 
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2.2.1.7. Superimposition of REP3 and REP6 

The second notable differences between RMSD and CATATS clustering are observed in 

the clustering of the groups 25 – 50 and 173 – 200 for the cluster count 15. In the case of 

CATATS clustering, both groups are assigned to the same cluster irrespective of the cluster 

counts. In addition, these two groups are combined with one more stable group 16 – 24, 

when the cluster count is reduced from 15 to either 10 or 5. In contrast, the groups 25 – 50 

and 173 – 200 are well assigned to two different clusters in the RMSD clustering with 15 

clusters. Moreover they are not assigned to the same cluster, even when the cluster count is 

reduced to 5. The superposition of the representative structures of the groups 25 – 50 (REP3) 

and 173 – 200 (REP6) is shown in Figure 2.9. As described for the previous pair of 

representative structures, three sub-structures were obtained for the current pair of 

representative structures (REP3 and REP6) also, namely SS4, SS5 and SS6. The pairwise 

overlay of the sub-structures SS4, SS5, SS6 and their corresponding C
α 

torsion angle values 

are shown in Figure 2.10. Here only for the torsion angles 2 and 13 torsion angle differences 

of more than 50° are calculated verifying the high similarity and in this way the clustering 

based on the CATATS measure. 

 

 

Figure 2.9: Superposition of representative structures of the groups 25 – 50 (REP3 in blue 

color) and 173 – 200 (REP6 in yellow color).  
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CAT. 

No. 

REP 3 

(SS4) 

REP 6 

(SS4) 

1 -118.67 
-

159.176 

2 79.813 141.044 

3 65.924 17.112 

4 
-

169.092 

-

154.943 
 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 3 

(SS5) 

REP 6 

(SS5) 

5 72.542 62.092 

6 54.577 52.662 

7 129.072 108.703 

8 64.092 51.046 

9 23.012 43.953 
 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 3 

(SS6) 

REP 6 

(SS6) 

10 109.737 82.959 

11 -134.166 -160.677 

12 58.675 39.663 

13 45.529 114.019 
 

 

Figure 2.10: Superposition of sub-structures SS4 (1 - 5 amino acids – left side), SS5 (6 – 11 

amino acids – center) and SS6 (12 – 16 amino acids – right side) of REP3 (in blue color), 

REP6 (in yellow color) and their corresponding C
α 

torsion angles are also tabulated. 

 

2.2.1.8. Superimposition of REP4 and REP5 

Third, differences between RMSD and CATATS clustering are observed in the clustering 

of the groups 51 – 85 and 100 – 126. In the case of RMSD clustering, these two groups were 

always in two different clusters irrespective of the cluster counts. In the case of CATATS 

clustering, for cluster count 15 and 10, these two groups were in two different clusters for the 

cluster counts 15 and 10 but for the cluster count 5, they are assigned to a single cluster.  The 

superposition of the representative structures of the groups 51 – 85 (REP4) and 100 – 126 

(REP5) are shown in Figure 2.11.  
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Figure 2.11: Superposition of representative structures of the groups 51 – 85 (REP4 in 

magenta color) and 100 – 126 (REP5 in cyan color).  

 

 
  

 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 4 

(SS7) 

REP 5 

(SS7) 

1 97.43 -120.01 

2 154.792 
-

155.505 

3 108.058 95.268 

4 
-

139.194 
-136.6 

 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 4 

(SS8) 

REP 5 

(SS8) 

5 58.03 48.532 

6 44.151 91.854 

7 92.216 166.058 

8 33.8 44.426 

9 41.482 35.979 
 

CAT. 

No. 

REP 4 

(SS9) 

REP 5 

(SS9) 

10 73.603 90.74 

11 -159.405 -133.843 

12 68.469 70.973 

13 145.725 55.631 
 

 

Figure 2.12: Superposition of sub-structures SS7 (1 - 5 amino acids – left side), SS8 (6 – 11 

amino acids – center) and SS9 (12 – 16 amino acids – right side) of REP4 (in magenta color), 

REP5 (in cyan color) and their corresponding C
α 

torsion angles are also tabulated. 
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Also here, three sub-structures namely SS7, SS8 and SS9 were arrived as per the previous 

description. The pairwise overlay of the sub-structures SS7, SS8, SS9 and their 

corresponding C
α 

torsion angle values are shown in Figure 2.12. Differently to the two upper 

cases, the central parts do not fit here, which results in two completely different overall 

structures and a low RMSD similarity. This is mainly caused by the single torsion angle 7. 

The termini show very similar torsion angles only with torsion angle 13 having a difference 

of more than 50° leading to a total similarity score qualifying the two structures as weakly 

similar.  

 

2.2.1.9. Clustering of representative structures 

Based on these examples, it became evident that the CATATS can identify structures as 

similar even if the overlay of the 3D structure suggests another picture. As already discussed 

above this is caused by the fact, that all torsion angles are weighted equally and differences 

in the termini can lead to the same similarity value than in the central region, even if the 

latter is much more important for the global fold. This can be nicely show by calculation only 

the similarities of the representing structures REF1 to REF6. These are summarized in Table 

2.3 and 2.4 and Figure 2.13.  

REP. No REP 1 REP 2 REP 3 REP 4 REP 5 REP 6 

REP 1 0 59 70 65 47 78 

REP 2 59 0 47 33 41 58 

REP 3 70 47 0 45 64 43 

REP 4 65 33 45 0 41 49 

REP 5 47 41 64 41 0 56 

REP 6 78 58 43 49 56 0 

 

Table 2.3: CATATS for the six representative structures are tabulated. 
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REP. No. REP 1 REP 2 REP 3 REP 4  REP 5 REP 6 

REP 1 0 7.899055 7.793858 10.26319 7.992401 8.112373 

REP 2 7.899055 0 8.171938 11.76703 10.22965 8.944863 

REP 3 7.793858 8.171938 0 9.426256 8.135887 9.462664 

REP 4 10.26319 11.76703 9.426256 0 5.790594 9.572562 

REP 5 7.992401 10.22965 8.135887 5.790594 0 8.696902 

REP 6 8.112373 8.944863 9.462664 9.572562 8.696902 0 

 

Table 2.4: RMSD values for the six representative structures are tabulated. 

 

  

 

Figure 2.13: The heat-maps of RMSD (left) and CATATS (right) for the six representative 

structures. 

 

Using RMSD, only REP4 and REP5 show high similarity but almost all the combinations 

show medium similarity if CATATS is considered. Due to these similar values, the clustering 
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with the latter measure is much more influenced by small variations in the numbers, which 

e.g. result from using the similarity of the representative structures or the average similarity 

of all structures of the intermediates as cluster criterion. This leads to some notable self-

contradictory results, when comparing the clustering analyses of these six representative 

structures with the overall clustering results. According to the CATATS of the representative 

structures, groups 25 – 50 (REP 3) and 173 – 200 (REP 6) as well as groups 51 – 85 (REP 4) 

and 100 – 126 (REP 5) are similar with reasonable global alignment (see Figure 2.14), which 

corresponds to the RMSD clustering. They are, however, never grouped together in the 

CATATS clustering, since one partner in each pair is already previously grouped with other 

intermediates showing only lesser similarity to the other partner. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 2.14: Superposition of representative structures of the groups 25 – 50 (in blue color) 

and 100 – 126 (in cyan color) on the left hand side and the groups 51 – 85 (in magenta color) 

and 173 – 200 (in yellow color) on the right hand side. 
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2.2.2. Crambin  

The second example used to test the CATATS (Equation 4) was Crambin (PDB code 1ejg 

[59]), a 46 residues protein solved by short-wavelength synchrotron radiation at an ultra-high 

resolution (0.54 Å), present in the seeds of Crambe abyssinica and homologous to 

membrane-active plant toxins. 10 ns productive MD simulations, as described in the general 

setup section above at artificially high temperature of 400 K, were carried out. The two 

matrices AD (CATATS matrix, Equation 4) and ARMSD (RMSD matrix, Equation 5) are 

compared using heat maps in Figure 2.15. Both heat maps are very similar and almost 

featureless. Even at this high temperature, Crambin is very stable and no large changes and 

distinguishable intermediates can be seen. The only noticeable feature is the more bluish 

color at the end of the simulation. After some adaptations at the beginning of the simulation, 

only very small fluctuations around a high temperature structure with RMSDs below 1.5 Å 

and CATATS below 80 occur. Due to the lack of visible transitions, the analyses were 

stopped at this point. 

 

  

Figure 2.15: Pair-wise comparison of C
α
 atoms RMSD (left) and CATATS (right) between 

every 100 ps structures of the 10 ns simulation of Crambin (PDB code 1ejg) shown as heat 

maps: Similar and dissimilar structures are color-coded in blue and yellow, respectively.  
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2.2.3. Ubiquitin  

The third example used to test the CATATS (Equation 4) was Ubiquitin, a 76 residues long 

peptide. The crystal structure of human erythrocytic ubiquitin was refined at 1.8 Å (PDB 

code 1ubq [60]). It shows an extremely compact and tightly hydrogen-bonded structure, in 

which approximately 87% of the polypeptide chains are involved in hydrogen-bonded 

secondary structure. Again, 10 ns productive MD simulations, as described in the general 

setup section above at artificially high temperature of 400 K, were carried out. The two 

matrices AD (CATATS matrix, Equation 4) and ARMSD (RMSD matrix, Equation 5) are 

compared using heat maps in Figure 2.16.  

The first impression is that the two heat maps are very different. In the RMSD heat map, 

there are few structures, which are clearly distinguishable from all other structures in the 

beginning of the simulation, up to 2 ns. Starting from 2 ns up to the end at 10 ns, all the 

structures are then very similar with only a small patch of more dissimilar structures at 

around 4.5 ns. In contrast, a patch of similar structures between 3.5 ns and 4.5 ns is clearly 

distinguishable from other parts of the heat map when using the CATATS. To see the 

structural reasons for these differences, nine representative structures, number 5, 6, 15, 18, 

30, 34, 46, 68 and 92 were selected by visual inspection of the heat map.  These structures 

were chosen because they are representing the outliers, which are totally different from other 

structures, in the RMSD heat map or the intermediate structure around 4.5 ns in the CATATS 

heat map.  

The superimposition of these structures clearly shows that they all are very similar, except 

few amino acids in the C-terminal as well as the flexible loops 1 and 2, which are highlighted 

with boxes in Figure 2.17. Due to these flexible regions, the alignment needed for the RMSD 

calculation does not place the rigid parts perfectly onto each other resulting in high RMSD 

values in the beginning of the simulation. After the first 2 ns, the terminus then adopts a more 

stable conformation and a better alignment is possible. The CATATS, on the other hand, is 

based on internal variables and a non-optimal alignment does not influence the results. Since 

the terminus is only formed by a small number of residues and, thus, only contributes little to 

the score (in contrast to the α-Conotoxin PnIB, where the termini build more than half on the 

chain), all structures show a high similarity.  
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Figure 2.16: Pair-wise comparison of C
α
 atoms RMSD (left) and CATATS (right) between 

every 100 ps structures of the 10 ns simulation of Ubiquitin (PDB code 1ubq) shown as heat 

maps: Similar and dissimilar structures are color-coded in blue and yellow, respectively.  

 

Figure 2.17: The superimposition of the nine structures selected from the heat map – 

structure number 5 (in red color), 6 (in green color), 15 (in blue color), 18 (in yellow color), 

30 (in magenta color), 34 (in cyan color), 46 (in brown color), 68 (in gray color) and 92 (in 

black color) and the two flexible loops are highlighted with boxes. 
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To remove the strong influence of the terminus, the RMSD and the CATATS are calculated 

twice again without considering the last 3 and 6 amino acids from the C-terminal of the 

Ubiquitin, respectively. The resulting heat maps are plotted in Figure 2.18. 

  

  

 

Figure 2.18: Pair-wise comparison of C
α
 atoms RMSD (top left) and CATATS (top right) for 

Ubiquitin with 73 amino acids, pair-wise comparison of C
α
 atoms RMSD (bottom left) and 

CATATS (bottom right) for Ubiquitin with 70 amino acids are shown as heat maps: Similar 

and dissimilar structures are color-coded in blue and yellow, respectively.  
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The dissimilarities of the outliers at the start of the simulation are slightly and completely 

removed upon neglecting the last three and six C-terminal amino acids, respectively. 

Simultaneously, the RMSD heat map is becoming more and more similar to the C
α
 torsion 

total score heat map. The region from 3.5 to 4.5 ns represented by structure number 46 (in 

brown color in Figure 2.19) is uniquely showing larger dissimilarities in the highlighted 

flexible loops (flexible loop 1 and 2 in Figure 2.19), which can be easily visible from both 

the heat maps (Figure 2.18) as well as the superimposition of the nine representative 

structures (Figure 2.19). Concluding the Ubiquitin example, the RMSD similarity measure is 

here extremely influenced by the flexible terminus and the bad alignment of the structures. 

This is very much in contrast to the results of α-Conotoxin PnIB presented above, in which 

RMSD gives the better clustering and C
α
 torsion total score clustering is somewhat spoiled 

by the flexible termini forming more than half of the peptide chain. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.19: The superimposition of nine structures – structure number 5 (in red color), 6 (in 

green color), 15 (in blue color), 18 (in yellow color), 30 (in magenta color), 34 (in cyan 

color), 46 (in brown color), 68 (in gray color) and 92 (in black color) – of Ubiquitin with 73 

amino acids (left) and with 70 amino acids (right) and the two loops are highlighted with 

boxes. 
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2.3. Conclusion 

The CATATS approach can be used like RMSD to find similar structures and to identify 

metastable intermediates. For more distant similarity, the equal weighting of all torsion angle 

leads, however, to very similar total scores for hinge region movements or fluctuating 

termini. Structures with differences in one single torsion angle in the central part of the 

peptide chain, as seen in the α-Conotoxin example, are characterized as similar even if the 

global structure is strongly influenced by this change and a human inspector would classify 

them as very different. Thus, the CATATS is not sensitive enough to cluster distant similar 

structures. RMSD calculations and global overlays are based on the atom coordinates; the 

RMSD clustering seems, thus, to be more natural for a human inspector. Very flexible 

termini or loops can, however, make the needed structure alignment problematic and lead to 

misleading large RMSD values as seen in the Ubiquitin examples when the complete 

sequence is used. From the above results, one can finally infer that CATATS clusters 

structures with similar substructures connected by hinge region, but RMSD, in contrast, 

clusters structures with similar global shape even if the local conformations are different. To 

overcome the problem of the missing sensitivity, different weighting schemes for central and 

terminal torsion angles, as used in chapter 3, can probably be used, which are under 

development in our group. 

One big advantage of CATATS, only partly explored until now, is that it is composed out 

of independent scores for each single torsion angle, which can be regarded as local similarity 

measure. In this way, beside the global similarity also the local reasons for the 

similarity/dissimilarity can be investigated. This will be exploited in the next chapter to find 

events in a simulation of DNA-polymerase I, i.e. to find the time when one intermediate 

transforms into another and the residues responsible for this transition. 
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3  MD Simulations of Larger Biological 

Macromolecules 

 

3.0. Introduction 
 

The scantiness of the C
α
 torsion angle total score (CATATS) method in distinguishing the 

dissimilar structures, increases with the increase in the number of amino acids. Larger 

systems like proteins and protein complexes with more than 100 amino acids, the CATATS 

matrix over the simulation time-steps is getting more and more inconclusive due to the fact 

that the large changes of single torsion angles related to significant events are masked by the 

many thermally fluctuating torsion angles. In this way, all structures will show almost the 

same low similarity to each other and the clustering will be guided more by small numerical 

fluctuations due to independent flexible regions than by global similarity of the structures. To 

be able to identify intermediates for such large structures, a different approach from the 

previous chapter, which is also based on C
α
 torsion angle [45], will be used to analyze the 

MD simulation data. By comparing the individual C
α
 torsion angles of every MD generated 

structure with that of the experimental structure, a progression matrix will be computed. A 

detailed approach will be described in the methods and materials section (section 3. 1) of this 

chapter. To validate this new approach, DNA polymerase was taken as an example. 

 

3.0.1. DNA polymerase I 

The viability of an organism depends on the accurate replication of its genome. DNA 

polymerase – one among the polynucleotide polymerases - plays a central role in 

maintenance of genetic information and ability to replicate the genome accurately. The 

structures of polymerases in complex with DNA and dNTP provide valuable insights into the 

mechanisms – faithful copying of the genome sequence into a daughter nucleic acid - utilized 

by DNA polymerases to achieve high fidelity [50, 61].  From the amino acid sequence 

comparisons as well as the crystal structures, DNA polymerase can be classified into at least 

seven different families, namely A, B, C, D, X, Y and RT [62]. The crystal structures of 
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DNA polymerase from different families, however, suggest that they all utilize an identical 

two-metal-ion induced-fit mechanism but differ extensively in many of their structural 

features [63] [64]. They all also have a common overall morphology resembling a human 

right hand with fingers, palm and thumb subdomains.  

The general pathway for nucleotide insertion by DNA polymerase occurs in discrete steps. 

The association of polymerase with primer-template complex starts the catalytic cycle; 

followed by the incorporation of 2’-deoxyribonucleoside 5’-triphophate (dNTP) to form an 

open substrate complex. Once the correct dNTP base pairs with the template base, this 

complex undergoes a nucleotide-induced conformational change from the open enzyme form 

to the closed enzyme form. This conformational change results in the formation of a tight 

binding pocket around the nascent base pair that aligns the 3’-OH of the primer with the α-

phosphate of the dNTP allowing phosphor-diester bond formation to proceed. The function 

of the palm domain appears to be catalysis of the phosphoryl transfer reaction whereas that of 

the fingers domain includes important interactions with the incoming nucleoside triphosphate 

as well as the template base to which it is paired. The fingers subdomain in the open enzyme 

form rotates towards the palm subdomain to form a closed ternary complex. This complex 

then undergoes a reverse conformational change back to the open enzyme form, followed by 

dissociation of pyrophosphate after which the DNA synthesis/repair cycle can start the next 

cycle [47]. 

Understanding the mechanistic details of polymerase in terms of structural changes from an 

open enzyme form to closed enzyme form upon correct dNTP binding and the reverse 

conformational changes are remain not well-known and still of great interest. It has been 

shown that these conformational changes are highly relevant for the fidelity of DNA 

polymerase and the influences of point mutations in the enzyme on incorporation rates of 

mismatches manifest here [50, 62, 65-77]. Even if the starting and end state of the closing 

mechanism are known in form of the open and closed ternary complex, respectively, the 

exact details and the subtle variations introduced by mutations are still under heavy 

discussion [71, 74, 78-94]. To understand this mechanism in an atomistic detail, since no 

direct experiments have shown this effectively, a project was started to investigate the 

influence of different mismatches and/or point mutations using MD simulations. To analyze 
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the immense amount of data produced in these simulations, I developed a semi-automatic 

tool based on C
α
 torsion angles to identify the important regions in the spatial and temporal 

domains which will be described in the methods and materials section of this chapter. 

 

3.1. Methods and Materials 

3.1.1. C
α
 Torsion Angle Matrix  

The C
α
 torsion angles calculated as described in chapter 2 (chapter 2. 1. 1 and equation 1) 

will be used in different approaches to compare substructures of the protein and to find 

significant changes (event detection) of these occurring during the simulation. Large 

differences in torsion angle values ( xy

 ) between any two intermediate structures or any pair 

of structures in the molecular dynamics simulation indicate flexible regions. The superscripts 

x and y are the structure numbers and the subscript τ is the C
α
 torsion angle number. Thus, 

e.g. 2

1

1

1

12

1  is the difference of first C
α
 torsion angle between the first and second 

structure (taking the periodicity into account). All differences for m snapshots and n torsion 

angles can be combined to nm  matrices, called C
α
 torsion angle progression matrices in 

the following, formed as: 
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Interesting matrices are especially the comparison to the starting, final, representative (most 

similar one to the averaged structure) or experimental structure to see the sequence of events 

over the complete simulation. Additionally, the comparison to the previous time step 

( 1 xy ) can be used to see changes occurring in a short time period. For DNA polymerase 

example, I use both comparisons, with the previous time step as well as the open form of the 

experimental structure, to see the structural changes occurring in a short time period as well 

as in the overall simulations, respectively.     
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3.1.2. Clustering of Single C
α
 Torsion Angle 

Heat maps of C
α
 torsion angle progression matrices (will be shown in section 3.2.3) give 

nice graphical representations of processes described by the MD simulations. The size of the 

changes in single torsion angles occurring in a specific amount of time is of the same order of 

magnitude for a process leading from one biologically relevant structure to another and for 

random thermal fluctuations. While the first should be identified as an event, the latter just 

introduces noise, which has to be filtered out. For doing so, I decided to identify the stable 

structures first and then the events indirectly as the time period between these. In large 

systems changes involving only a limited number of residues might get lost in the immense 

amount of random fluctuations of all other parts of the system when using global similarity. 

The advantage of C
α
 torsion angles is that they can also be used as local similarity measure. 

Local substructures were defined as single C
α
 torsion angles and the differences in the 

corresponding torsion angle values were used as criterion for clustering MD snapshots 

according to the similarity of each individual substructure. For doing so, mm  distance 

matrices (m = number of snapshots) were pre-calculated and then used in the hierarchical 

clustering method implemented in the Konstanz Information Miner (KNIME) workflow 

management system [58]. The difference matrix elements xy

B  are the difference of 

corresponding values at snapshot x and y ( yxB    xyxy ) taking the periodicity of 

torsion angles into account. 

 

3.1.3. Automatic Event Detection 

For finding events, the temporal domain has to be characterized in more detail by finding 

continuous time intervals assigned to a single cluster as (meta) stable structures and time 

intervals, where the assignments jumps between two clusters, as transitional periods. For 

doing so, a fuzzification of the cluster assignment was applied. A membership function to 

each cluster was defined by looking at the five consecutive snapshots along the positive as 

well as negative time axis. If one of these 11 snapshots (i-5 to i+5 with 1 ≤ i ≤ m) belongs to 

a specific cluster, the value of the membership function is increased by 1/11. Thus, if all 

points belong to one cluster, the membership value of this cluster is 1 and of all others 0. If 

only one point is assigned to the cluster, the membership function has a value of 1/11. This 
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fuzzification leads to continues time periods were specific clusters have membership values 

larger than 0. These will be called time patches in the following. Three different classes of 

patches can be seen for torsion angles: (1) stable substructures are formed for which the 

membership value for one cluster is close to one, (2) time patches of two clusters overlap, 

which corresponds to a transition period and (3) short time patches with a small maximum 

membership values, which can be classified as outliers. To remove the third class (outliers), 

the membership for all time patches with a maximum of less than 0.5 was set to 0. To 

separate the complete structure into independently changing parts, consecutive flexible 

torsion angles, i.e. torsion angles occupying at least 2 different fuzzy clusters during the 

simulation, are grouped until a region with rigid torsion angles is encountered. Using a single 

rigid torsion angle for separation may result in a large amount of groups, many of which are 

formed by a single torsion angle. Therefore, I allow rigid torsion angles in the groups and a 

group ends if two consecutive rigid torsion angles are encountered. 

 

3.1.4. Modified TimeScapes Approach 

In the group of D. E. Shaw a criterion based on amino acid distances called TimeScapes 

[23] was developed for the automatic analysis of MD trajectories. This approach will be used 

in this chapter as a third criterion (besides RMSD and C
α
 torsion angle) to evaluate similarity 

and dissimilarity of molecular structures. But since I am interested in the more global 

changes of the backbone at this point of time, I modified the TimeScapes approach to be less 

sensitive to side chain movements. In this version, the distance is calculated between the C
α
 

atoms of a pair of amino acids and not between the representative atoms (mainly the C
β
 

carbons) as defined in the original publication [23]. As in the original approach, a list of all 

pairs of residues and the corresponding distances for all snapshots are given as output, for 

which the C
α
 atom distance falls below a certain cutoff at least once during the simulation. In 

this way, residues moving towards each other or receding away from each other are 

monitored and provide a different description of the significance of the underlying structural 

changes.  
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3.2. Results and Discussion 

3.2.1. Open Form of DNA polymerase I 

 

The initial structure of the open ternary complex of the large fragment of Thermus 

aquaticus DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1) was taken from the Protein Data Bank [95]  (PDB 

entry 2KTQ [47] of resolution 2.3 Å). The missing protein residues of a flexible loop 

(corresponding to residues 645 – 654), only visible in the electron density of the closed-form 

but not of the open-form X-ray structure, were manually modeled by taking the closed form 

structure (PDB entry 3KTQ [47]) as reference. The resemblance of a human right hand with 

fingers, palm and thumb domains of the crystal structures (open enzyme form – 2KTQ in red 

color; closed enzyme form – 3KTQ in green color; modelled flexible loop in yellow color) 

and the incoming nucleotides and its surroundings (highlighted by a circle) are shown in 

Figure 3.1. To reduce the computational demand slightly, the first four nucleotides of the 

primer and the last four of the template were deleted because they are very flexible, solvent 

exposed and not directly involved in binding (highlighted in a rectangular box in Figure 3.1).  

 

Molecular dynamics simulations, as described in the general molecular dynamics 

simulations setup section (section 2. 1. 2 of chapter 2) were carried out. This simulation is 

not meant to characterize the full conformational space of the system but to provide a test 

case for the automatic method including some interesting, previously unknown transitions. 

Due to the complexity of the complex (538 amino acids, 18 nucleotides, and 1 Mg
2+

 ion) the 

identification of a criterion, which can identify important regions in the spatial and temporal 

domain, i.e. the molecular parts of the protein involved in the structural changes and the time 

interval of the changes, is essential. That such events occur even in this short simulation can 

be seen when looking at the C
α
 RMSD values of the simulation compared to the open and 

closed form X-ray structures (see Figure 3.2).  
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Figure 3.1: Superposition of open (2KTQ – in red color) and closed (3KTQ – in green color) 

enzyme forms of Klentaq1 DNA polymerase I with fingers (including the modelled loop – in 

yellow color), palm and thumb domains. The incoming nucleotides are highlighted (circle – 

in purple color) and the four base-pairs of the DNA which are not involved in the binding 

mechanism directly and removed for the simulation are also highlighted (rectangular box). 

 

 

The RMSD to the closed form decreases steadily and reaches values less than 2 Å around 9.5 

ns (snapshot 950). At the same time, RMSD to the open form increases to almost 2.5 Å 

(Figure 3.2). Due to the comparable RMSD of this intermediate (snapshot 950) to both 

structures, I will label this new state as half-closed form in the following. After 10 ns, the 

RMSD to the closed form increases again, while the RMSD to the open form stays almost 

constant and is the indication of at least one or more additional transitions are required to 

attain the final state of the simulation.  
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Figure 3.2: C
α
 RMSD to the crystal structure of the open (2KTQ) and closed (3KTQ) form: 

Around 9.5 ns the simulation adopts a half-closed form in which the RMSDs to the closed 

and open forms are of similar size. 

 

3.2.2. Half-closed form of DNA polymerase I  

The starting and the final structures of the simulation along with the above-mentioned half-

closed form (snapshot 950) were superimposed. By visual inspection, few regions like N-

terminal, a portion of the thumb domain and a portion of the fingers domain, which includes 

the modelled loop and the O-helix, are showing notable changes. The dramatic 

conformational changes observed in the finger domain are caused by many residues in the O-

helix. The C-terminus of the O-helix, especially Tyr 671, may act as a positioning device for 

the DNA, such that the first base pair of the primer/template can register itself against the 

active site. Due to the interaction with the primer/template DNA, conformational changes are 

observed in the thumb domain also (see Figure 3.3). 
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Figure 3.3: Left side picture - superposition of starting (in green color), half-closed form (in yellow 

color) and final (in red color) structures of the MD simulation. Right side picture - a portion of fingers 

domain, in particular the modelled loop and the O-helix which were showing the clear changes in the 

half-closed form (in yellow color). Refer Appendix – VII for the clear and enlarged version of 

Figure 3.3. 

 

3.2.3. C
α
 Torsion Angle Progression Matrices  

To find significant changes in the temporal as well as spatial domain, the difference of C
α
 

torsion angles of the consecutive steps can be plotted as a heat map. Since such a plot is very 

hard to interpret due to thermal fluctuations, a binary criterion for significant changes was 

introduced. If the difference in a specific torsion angle is more than 10°, it can be considered 

as a significant change, and a value of “1” is assigned. If the difference is less than 10° (non-

significant changes) a value of “0” is given. These digital values (0 or 1) can then be plotted 

as a heat map, in which time-steps and  C
α
 torsion angle differences were plotted in the X and 

Y-axes, respectively (see Figure 3.4). In this way, the method highlights the conformational 

changes between two adjacent time-steps (snap-shots or structures) during the molecular 

dynamics simulations. I was hoping that important regions in time and space can be 

identified, where major changes in neighboring torsion angles occur during a specific time of 

the simulation. Unfortunately, the changes to the previous time step heat map was not very 

conclusive since highly flexible parts were not separable from important structural changes 

(see Figure 3.4).  
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Figure 3.4: C
α
 torsion angle differences compared to the adjacent structures. 

 

To have a clear picture of the simulation, the C
α
 torsion angle differences to the open form 

crystal structure were employed next (see Figure 3.5) and they are very informative even 

without the need for binary coding.  
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Figure 3.5: C
α
 torsion angle differences compared to the crystal structure of the open form. In 

red box, the O-helix and some other parts of the finger domain are marked showing strong 

variations. The parts of the thumb domain interacting with the fingers are marked in green 

box. 

 

 

There are some very rigid as well as very flexible parts with no or a large number of 

significant changes during the complete simulation, respectively. These two types are not 

very interesting for mechanistic investigations, since they correspond to the rigid core of the 
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protein not changing at all or flexible loops and termini changing fast but only randomly. 

Removing these parts results in two interesting regions on which I now concentrate for a 

more detailed discussion. In these regions the torsion angles change only in a specific time 

interval of the simulation. These changes lead to clear conformational transformations. While 

for random fluctuations, even if each can exceed 10°, the difference to the crystal structures 

stays close to 0° due to the opposite sign of consecutive changes, the important fluctuations 

add up to large values and, thus, result in new states of these parts of the molecule. 

The first region is parts of the finger domain (red color box in Figure 3.5 – enlarged in 

Figure 3.6) including the O-helix which performs a rotational motion in the closing event. 

Additionally, the flexible loop (torsion angle no. 351 – 360 corresponding to residues 645 – 

654) only visible in the electron density of the closed-form but not of the open-form X-ray 

structure belongs to this part. The bright yellow and blue color in the heat map clearly 

highlights that this loop is also very flexible in the simulation. This flexibility results in a 

very strong conformational change of the loop visible by the strong difference of the torsion 

angle values compared to the X-ray structure (see Figure 3.6). The difference between the 

final structure of the simulation and the X-ray structure is e.g. 169° for the torsion angle no. 

360. This large rearrangement is coupled to changes in other regions of the fingers domain. 

Torsion angle no. 363-369, 371-373 and 375 adopt a different conformation around a 

simulation time of 5.5 ns even if the magnitude of this change is very torsion angle 

dependent and considerably smaller than the one seen in the flexible loop. Since these torsion 

angles are less flexible, such smaller changes can, on the one hand, be still recognized by a 

shift in the color code and are, on the other hand, structurally important. Other points in time 

of major events are at around 1ns (with changes of torsion angle no. 362-365, 368-369 and 

perhaps 377-378 and 387), at around 7ns (torsion angle no. 357-365), at around 8ns (torsion 

angle no. 373-374 and 384-386), and at around 13ns (torsion angle no. 370-371, 373 and 

375).  
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Figure 3.6 (Refer to the red box in Figure 3.5): C
α
 torsion angle changes of part of the fingers 

domain compared to the crystal structure of the open form (torsion angle no. 341 to 400 

corresponding to residues 635-697). 

 

The second region (green color box in Figure 3.5 – enlarged in Figure 3.7) belongs to the 

thumb domain (torsion angle no. 181 to 230). It shows changes mainly in the middle of the 

simulation at 7ns (torsion angle no. 190-192, 206 and 208-209), at 8 ns (torsion angle no. 

200-202), at 12 ns (torsion angle no. 200-202), at 12.5 ns (torsion angle no. 206-209), and 

finally at 14 ns (torsion angle no. 190-192, 206, and 208-209). 
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Figure 3.7 (Refer to the green box in Figure 3.5): C
α
 torsion angle changes of part of the 

thumb domain compared to the crystal structure of the open form (torsion angle no. 181 to 

230 corresponding to residues 475-527). 

 

3.2.4. Clustering Torsion Angle Time Series  

 

From the heat maps presented above, it becomes clear that DNA polymerase I traverses a 

couple of biologically relevant conformational changes during the course of the MD 

simulation. Clustering of snapshots according to specific torsion angles will now be used to 

automatically find the temporal and spatial domains of these changes. To get reasonable 
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clusters I experimented with the cutoff criterion specifying the minimal dissimilarity at which 

two structures are considered to belong to two different clusters. KNIME [58] has two build 

in criteria: (1) number of clusters and (2) relative similarity cutoff. Both criteria are not 

optimal for our application. First, the number of clusters is not known a priori and, second, 

the maximum changes in specific torsion angles differ considerably. If the maximum change 

is e.g. very small like 50°, which is a common value in the rigid core, two structures would 

be assigned to different clusters if they differ by just 15° when a relative cutoff of 45% is 

used. Much higher differences are caused by thermal fluctuation. But if one increases the 

cutoff to 50%, two structures with differences of up to 90° are clustered together if a torsion 

angle describing a significant change of 180° is considered.  

By using an absolute cutoff, which was implemented in a custom-made KNIME node (Iris 

Adä, private communication), the disadvantages of the standard criteria can be circumvented. 

The influence of the actual value of the cutoff will now be discussed first on the C
α
 torsion 

angle no. 360 (residues 654-657), which shows the largest variance in its values throughout 

the simulation. Two stable structures can be perfectly separated almost without any transition 

period in between (See Figure 3.8) when using a similarity cutoff of 45°. If the cutoff is 

decreased to 35°, a small third cluster is showing up at the beginning of the simulation. If the 

cutoff is further decreased, additional clusters are produced more or less grouping outliers 

from all over the simulation and, thus, only noise is introduced into the clustering by such 

small cutoffs. A human inspector would probably group the values of this torsion angle in 3 

or 4 clusters. The 3 clusters correspond to the ones also identified by a similarity cutoff of 

35°. For the 4 clusters, the region after around 7.5 ns would be split into two clusters, the first 

is builds by the regions around 7.5-10 ns and from 14-20 ns and the second by the region in 

between. This separation is, however, based on a very small difference in the average value 

(smaller than the deviations in cluster 1 and 2) but more importantly by the different 

flexibilities. A cluster algorithm only based on the similarity of the values but not the 

temporal ordering of these cannot quantify flexibility and, thus, the value of 35° is the 

optimal choice for torsion angle no. 360.  
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Figure 3.8: Clustering (red) of the C
α
 torsion angle no. 360 corresponding to residue 654-657 

with a similarity cutoff of 15° (upper left), 25° (upper right), 35° (lower left), and 45° (lower 

right). The values of the torsion angle are shown in blue. 

 

When looking at torsion angle no. 192 (residues 486-489) it becomes directly clear that this 

cutoff value is not generally applicable. This torsion angle is very rigid and only adopts two 

very well defined values with some transition periods (conformation 1: 0-6.5 ns and 16-20 

ns, conformation 2:6.5-14 ns). With a cutoff of 15°, these two conformations are nicely 

separated into clusters (see Figure 3.9) but when the cutoff is only slightly increased 

everything is put into a single cluster and the important transition would be missed out. The 

result that the optimal cutoff is dependent on the torsion angle analyzed is not unexpected.  
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Figure 3.9: Clustering (red) of the C
α
 torsion angles no. 192 (15° cutoff, upper left), no. 99 

(35° cutoff, upper right), no. 151 (15°, cutoff lower left), and no. 152 (15° cutoff, lower 

right). The values of the torsion angle are shown in blue. For a better presentation of the 

curve in the middle of the graph, the value are given in the equivalent ranges of  -180° to 

180° or 0° to 360°. 

 

 

Amino acids fulfill different functions in the protein. Torsion angle no 360 e.g. is placed in 

a loop of the finger domain, which is designed to provide the flexibility needed for the O-

helix to rotate without disturbing the rest of the structure. Torsion angle no. 192 is in the 

central part of the thumb domain and is very important for the integrity of this domain. As 

will be described in more detail below, the switch between the two conformations is part of a 

hinge region movement considerably changing the distance between the tips of the fingers 

and thumb domains. 
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3.2.5. Average Fluctuation  

The automatic event detection must be able to identify the large changes in the more 

flexible regions by filtering out random fluctuations, as well as small but structurally 

important changes in the rigid core of the protein, respectively.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.10: Average fluctuations (Y axis in degrees) of C
α
 torsion angles are plotted against 

the C
α
 torsion angle numbers (X axis).  

 

As a criterion for thermal fluctuations, I calculated the difference between two consecutive 

snapshots and took the average over the simulation time. The average fluctuation scale 

ranging from around 1.5° to 14° (see Figure 3.10). The torsion angle nos. 1, 2, 99, 100, 208, 

209 and 529 are very flexible with an average fluctuation more than 8°. Torsion angles no. 

360 and no. 192 already described above show values of 5.1° and 3.0°, respectively. With 

these values, torsion angle no. 192 is located in the lower, rigid part and no. 360 in the 

middle of the fluctuation scale. This different flexibility has to be reflected by an automated 

choice of the similarity cutoff based on the average fluctuation of the torsion angle. Since the 

results of the hierarchical clustering do not change continuously with the cutoff, there is no 
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defined relationship between the average fluctuations and the similarity cutoff, and the 

average fluctuations may change when different starting conditions for the simulation are 

used, so I decided to use a binning scheme for determining the automatically chosen 

similarity cutoff. The values given in Table 3.1 were determined empirically by looking at 

the time series of all torsion angles in the simulation. 

 

 

Average Fluctuations 

 

Similarity Cutoff 

< 3.0 10 

3.0 < 4.0 15 

4.0 < 5.0 20 

5.0 < 6.0 25 

6.0 < 7.0 30 

> 7.0 35 

 

Table 3.1: Similarity cutoff for the hierarchical clustering according to the average 

fluctuations 

Compared to the discussion above, one noticed that for torsion angle no. 360 not the 

optimal cutoff is chosen as identified by the visual inspection (manual: 35°, automatic: 25°). 

The new cutoff still produces a reasonable clustering with the new fourth cluster describing 

the larger flexibility in the final state of the torsion angle starting from the 14
th

 ns. The 

usefulness of the clustering and binning scheme is demonstrated with three additional 

examples in Figure 3.9. Torsion angle no. 99 (residues 393-396) is very flexible and 

fluctuates around values of -10° to -120° over the first 19 ns of the simulation. Even if this is 

a very large range, no structure is seen in the time series, i.e. no continuous intervals with 

similar values can be identified and assigned to individual metastable structures. Thus, it 

makes sense to put all points into one single cluster as done by a cutoff of 35°. Only at the 

very end of the simulation a significant change in the torsion angle values is seen and this 
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new state is correctly assigned to a second cluster. However, it is clear that such a binning is 

not optimal for each and every torsion angle. This is demonstrated by torsions angles no. 151 

and no. 152. Torsion angle no. 151 shows very small fluctuations with an average difference 

between snapshots of 3.4°. The similarity cutoff of 15° used for such rigid torsion angles is 

able to identify the structural change at around 4.5 ns. Torsion angle no. 152 shows a similar 

temporal pattern but since it is slightly more flexible (average change: 3.9°) and the seen 

changes are less pronounced, the complete simulation is put into one single cluster. Even if 

the single-torsion-angle clustering fails on this example (a human inspector would probably 

notice the change at around 4.5 ns and cluster the values accordingly), using correlations with 

other torsion angles (like no. 151 and also no. 153 in this case) will help to recover the 

processes and all torsion angles involved. Such an approach is under development in our 

group at the moment.  

 

3.2.6. Automatic Detection of Events  

Using the fluctuation-dependent cutoff criteria, I am able to separate the non-changing rigid 

parts (205 torsion angles) from the possibly mechanistic-relevant parts (330 torsion angles). 

Thus, I am able to identify interesting regions in the spatial domain. As described in the 

section 3.1.3, the time series of the membership values for the two torsion angles no.360 and 

no. 192 are given in Figure 3.11. A visualization of the resulting time series of patches can be 

found in Figure 3.11. Especially for torsion angle no. 192 it is clearly visible how the fuzzy 

clustering and patch generation can remove outliers. This is also very successful for 

identifying torsion angles only occupying one state during the simulation but with some 

larger fluctuations. The outliers caused by these fluctuations are assigned to different clusters 

in the original hierarchical clustering. They are, however; separated in time by snapshots 

belonging to the main cluster and, thus, the membership will never reach values larger than 

0.5 and no time patch will be produced for these clusters of outliers. Additional to the 205 

torsion angles with only one cluster in the hierarchical clustering, 122 torsion angles have 

only one time patch over the complete simulation time and can be identified as non-

changing. 
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Figure 3.11: Fuzzification of the clustering (upper part) of torsion angle no. 360 (left) and no. 

192 (right) and the corresponding time patches (lower part): For detailed description of the 

fuzzy cluster generation see section 3.1.3. For easier interpretation, integers were added to 

the membership values to separate the clusters. 

 

Since the outliers have been removed from the fuzzy clusters, starts and ends of time 

patches now qualify as events for the underlying substructure. A larger number of such 

events can be seen, on the one hand, in transitions from one (meta) stable structure to another 

involving larger parts of the molecule or, on the other hand, at times where the molecule 

travels regions of the conformational space with higher flexibility, in which the values of a 

number of torsion angles are clustered into two different clusters with frequent interchanges 

like in the last few ns of torsion angle no. 360 (see Figure 3.11). Just counting the events over 

a specific time period is not able to separate these two behaviors and very fast transition 

could be missed out since only two events per changing torsion angle occur compared to 

many in the flexible structures. In contrast, such problems do not occur when the number of 

clusters occupied at a specific snapshot is counted. Due to the fuzzification, multiple clusters 
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will always be occupied during a transition. Fast transitions are therefore characterized by a 

peak in the number of clusters. Flexible parts can be identified by a longer time period with a 

medium number of clusters. The time series of the number of clusters summed over all 

torsion angles is shown in Figure 3.12.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.12: Number of clusters occupied at each snap shot of the simulation. A complete 

rigid structure corresponds to 535 clusters, i.e. one cluster for each torsion angle. A running 

average over 1ns is shown as black line to highlight the general trend. 

 

Even if this graph is very rough, some structure emerges. After a short starting period, the 

average number of clusters drops considerably for 3 ns (simulation time 2.5 to 5.5 ns) 

interpretable as sampling a basin around a stable structure. Then, transitions with a large 

number of clusters occur from simulation time 5.5 ns to 17.0 ns. After a short more rigid 

period, the flexibility increases again from the 18
th

 ns to the end of the simulation. This 

general trend is nicely represented by a running average over 1ns is also shown as black line 

in Figure 3.12. Unfortunately, a more detailed analysis of the transitions is not possible based 
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on this global representation of the molecular flexibility since independent conformational 

changes in different part of the protein, which overlap in time, cannot be separated. Thus, I 

will look at smaller parts on the subdomain level and combine the C
α
 torsion angles with 

other criteria in the next sections. 

 

3.2.7. Structural Characterization of the Major Events  

To separate the complete structure into independently changing parts, as described in the 

section 3. 1. 3., I isolated the flexible torsion angles into groups when a group ends if two 

consecutive rigid torsion angles are encountered. This resulted in 42 groups and they are 

plotted against the number of C
α
 torsion angles in each group (See Figure 3.13). These 42 

groups and their corresponding C
α
 torsion angle numbers are given in Table 3.2.  

 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Graph shows 42 groups (X- axis) and the number of C
α
 torsion angles in each 

group (Y-axis). 

 

I will concentrate here on the larger groups and neglect the ones with 10 torsion angles or 

less in most instances. In a more advanced approach, which is in development, correlation 

between the fuzzy clusters in different torsion angles will be used to form the groups also 
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including such torsion angles, which are neglected here. The largest flexible group is formed 

by torsion angles no. 354 to 387, which is located in the finger domain; include the flexible 

loop as well as the O-helix, responsible for the closing mechanism of DNA polymerase I. 

 

Group C
α
 Torsion Angle Numbers Group  

 

C
α
 Torsion Angle Numbers 

 

1 1 – 11 22 233 – 235  

2 19 – 21 23 241 – 243  

3 31 – 34 24 246 – 251  

4 39 25 264 – 291  

5 45 – 59 26 294 – 297  

6 63 – 64 27 317 

7 69 – 71 28 336 

8 74 – 78 29 340 – 342  

9 85 – 89 30 348 – 351  

10 93 31 354 – 387  

11 97 – 106 32 395 – 407  

12 114 – 118 33 416 

13 121 – 130 34 419 – 421  

14 151 – 153 35 431 – 432  

15 164 36 438 – 453  

16 170 – 177 37 474 – 477  

17 188 – 202 38 481 – 486  

18 205 – 213 39 509 – 510  

19 216 40 517 

20 220 41 521 – 523  

21 224 – 225 42 534 – 535  

 

Table 3.2: 42 groups and their C
α
 torsion angle numbers. 
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Two additional groups are also located in the finger domain (torsion angles no. 395 to 407 

and 438 to 453) and one in the thumb domain (torsion angles no. 188 to 202). Comparing 

these substructures (see Figure 3.14) in the open and closed form crystal structure as well as 

in the half-closed structure around 9.5 ns, identified in Figure 3.2 and Figure 3.3, nicely 

verifies the automatic selection of important regions. A large movement of the O-helix (part 

of the finger domain) towards its location in the closed form, as highlighted by the red circle 

in Figure 3.14, is completed in the first 10 ns of the simulation.  

 

 

Figure 3.14: Comparison of the half-closed form (yellow) to the open (green) and closed 

(red) form crystal structures: The thumb domain in the half-closed form (green circle) is 

moved towards the fingers building interactions in form of a salt bridge (see below). The O-

helix is marked with the red circle and the arrows represent the movement needed to get from 

the open to the closed form with the half-closed structure as intermediate. 

 

I speculate from these results that the finger domain is able to sample the conformational 

space of the open and closed form in the binary complex if no incoming nucleotide is bound. 
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On binding, the closed form is more favored (it was only possible to determine the open 

ternary form after a number of structural modifications) consistent with a conformational 

selection mechanism. The second significant structural change occurring in the first 10 ns is 

located in the thumb domain (green circle Figure 3.14) also correctly identified by the 

automatic selection. Other flexible groups are located in the DNA binding domain 

corresponding to torsion angle no. 264 to 291 and, not surprisingly, in the N terminus. These 

will not be described here in more detail since the analysis of the processes in the first 

requests the inclusion of the motion of the DNA and the latter is less mechanistic relevant. 

 

3.2.8. Zooming into the O-Helix  

After identifying regions of significant changes by the C
α
 torsion angle clustering as 

described above, these regions can now be analyzed in more detail e.g. by the TimeScapes 

approach [23]. TimeScapes calculates distances between representative atoms of each amino 

acid (C
α
 atoms are used here as described in section 3.1.4) and pairs of amino acids with a 

distance shorter than the cutoff at least once during the simulation are given as output. If 6Å 

are used as cutoff, 2372 amino-acid-pair contacts are listed by TimeScapes. By concentrating 

on a specific region with significant changes as identified above, this hardly manageable 

number can be strongly decreased. I used here the O-helix, since it is a key structure element 

for the incorporation of the incoming nucleotide and shows a large movement during our 

unconstrained simulation of the open form. If all interaction pairs excluding the O-helix 

residues as well as all pairs of residues, which are not separated by more than one residue 

along the 1D protein sequence, were filtered out, and ended up with 97 contacts. These are 

visualized in Figure 3.15 again in form of a heat map. Some contacts show only slight 

variations staying below 6 to 7 Å during the complete simulations and can thus be regarded 

as uninteresting. Others show much variation reaching distances of more than 20 Å. For 

easier interpretation, a binning scheme was applied using a score 
TimeScapesS depends on the 

distance d between the C
α
 atoms (d ≤ 5 Å: 0TimeScapesS , 5 Å < d ≤ 6 Å: 2.0TimeScapesS , 6 Å 

< d ≤ 7 Å: 4.0TimeScapesS , 7 Å < d ≤ 8 Å: 6.0TimeScapesS , 8 Å < d ≤ 9 Å: 8.0TimeScapesS , d > 

9 Å: 1TimeScapesS ). 
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Figure 3.15: Important interactions of the O-helix determined by the TimeScapes approach. 

Different interaction pattern can be seen for the first part (open form), middle part (half-

closed form), and final part. As one example, the salt bridge between Arg660 and Glu520 is 

marked in red. 

 

Two strongly changing pairs are Arg660-Glu520 and Arg660-Ala517 marked in red in 

Figure 3.15. The different stages of these two pair in-terms of C
α
 atom distances can clearly 

be identified in Figure 3.16. Starting from more than 10 Å, the distance is first increased and 

then drops to 4 Å. This distance is then constant for almost 10 ns (only interrupted for a short 
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time) indicating a strong interaction until it opens up again at the end of the simulation. This 

short distance is again a clear indication of the half-closed form since it represents the 

formation of a salt bridge between the finger and the thumb domain resulting in a movement 

of these domains towards each other.  

 

 
 

  

Figure 3.16: Salt-bridge between Arg660 and Glu520. Upper left: time series of the distance 

between Arg660 and Glu520 as well as Ala517. Upper right: structural comparison of the 

open form (green) and the half-closed form (yellow), the residues involved in the salt bridge 

are shown in CPK representation with reduced van-der-Waals radii. Lower left: cluster 

counts of flexible group 31 corresponding to torsion angles no. 354 to 387 (residues 648-684) 

showing correlation only to the forming of the salt bridge. Lower right: cluster counts of 

flexible group 17 corresponding to torsion angles no. 188 to 202 (residues 482-497) showing 

some correlation to the forming and breaking of the salt bridge. 

 

An important pre-requirement for this salt bridge is the rotation of the O-helix described in 

the previous section. For finding the relevant torsion angles for this rotation, the number-of-

clusters time series for each individual flexible group were analyzed. Groups in the fingers 

region and especially group 31, corresponding to torsion angles no. 354 to 387 (residues 648-
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684, see Figure 3.16) show correlation with the forming of the salt bridge and the short 

breakage at around the 12
th

 ns. Beside the very beginning of the simulation, large number of 

clusters are seen around simulation time 7.5 ns and 12 ns, which corresponds exactly to the 

formation and the short breakage of the salt bridge even if the torsion-angle fluctuations 

cover a slightly longer time period than those in the salt bridge in both cases. This longer 

time as well as the roughness of the graph probably partly arises from other unrelated 

changes in this relatively large group, a phenomenon already discussed for the time series of 

the complete protein shown in Figure 3.12.  

In contrast, the O-helix and the complete finger domain cannot explain the breaking of the 

salt bridge at around 16 ns since the number of cluster is very low during the complete period 

from 15 to 20 ns. Also the other flexible groups of the finger domain show low numbers of 

clusters (data not shown) and the fingers can be classified as rigid in this part of the 

simulation. Groups in the thumb domain close to residue 520, the other side of the salt 

bridge, give only non-conclusive results. The largest group of this domain e.g. shows high 

flexibility from the 5
th

 to the 16
th

 ns and, thus, no correlation to the salt-bridge formation is 

observed (see also Figure 3.16). Some torsion angles (no. 208, 209, 224, and 225) show 

correlation with the salt-bridge distance but these are relatively flexible and it is not clear if 

the changes in these torsion angles cause the breaking of the salt bridge or vice versa. Thus, 

the reasons for the breaking event have to be located further away. When looking at the 

number-of-clusters time series of all groups, higher numbers in the region around 16 ns exist 

only in group 16 (torsion angles no. 170 to 177) as shown in Figure 3.17 and to a lesser 

extend in group 17 (torsion angle no. 188 to 202). Even if the first region is around 45 

residues away from Glu520 forming the salt bridge, it is a hinge region and the complete 

thumb domain can be rearranged by small changes at this position. 
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Figure 3.17: Structural changes causing the breaking of the salt bridge at 16 ns. Upper left: 

number of clusters of flexible group 16 corresponding to torsion angles no. 170 to 177 

(residues 464-474) showing high counts at time of the breakage. Upper right: Location 

of the flexible groups 16 and 17 as well as the torsion angles no. 208, 209, 224, and 225, 

which show correlations of their values to the salt bridge distance, relative to Glu520 and 

Arg660 forming the salt bridge. Lower left: time series of torsion angle no. 172 included 

in group 16. Lower right: time patches of torsion angle no. 172. 

 

At the salt-bridge breaking event mean values of single torsion angles change in the order 

of only 10° as show representatively for torsion angle no. 172 (residues 466-469) and can be 

identified only since the torsion angles are very rigid in the rest of the simulation with 

averaged changes between snapshots below 3 Å. Further zooming in up to a single torsion 

angle scale, torsion angle no. 188 to 192 can be identified as most relevant for the forming 

and breaking of the salt bridge and torsion angle no. 172 to 175 for its breaking. This 

example nicely demonstrates that the clustering of time series of C
α
 torsion angles in 

combination with other measures can identify the non-trivial structural processes needed for 

the formation and breaking of inter-domain interactions even if the conformational changes 
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are located in hinge regions far away from the actual interaction. Only the grouping of the 

torsion angles is not perfect since the bigger groups still include independently changing 

parts as can be seen nicely in the high correlation of torsion angle no. 192 (see Figure 3.9) 

but in the blurred correlation of the complete group 16 (see Figure 3.17). 

 

3.3. Conclusion 

In this example, I have rediscovered the C
α
 torsion angles [45] as a very helpful local 

criterion to analyze MD simulations. By calculating the time series of the torsion angles and 

their clustering, it is possible to determine mechanistic details on a residual length scale and 

find major events occurring in the simulation of large proteins or protein complexes. The 

main advantage of the C
α
 torsion angle criterion is that it does not depend on a previous 

alignment of the structures, and that the direction of the change is also defined. In contrast, it 

is absolutely not straight-forward how the global RMSD criterion can be used to find the 

exact places where the changes occurs. For example the relative movement of two rigid 

domains linked by a hinge region will show the highest per-residue RMSD for the residues 

the furthest away from the hinge region, if the global alignment is performed previous to the 

RMSD calculation even if the local surroundings do not change at all. Additionally, this latter 

measure depends on the structure used for the alignment of all the other structures and it is 

also not possible to get an idea of the similarity of two structures if only the RMSD to a third 

structure is known. 

At the moment, one disadvantage of C
α
 torsion angles, which could also be an advantage in 

other application, is that they only describe the backbone. Even if changes in the side chains 

most often also influence the backbone, the reasons for the backbone changes cannot be 

determined. Other measures like TimeScapes [23] and related approaches are very well 

suited to detect changes in the interaction pattern on a side-chain level. The important events 

can, however, be hidden in the huge amount of data produced by these methods. Thus, the 

full potential of all these methods can best be released by combining them.  

 

As practical example, I was able to characterize a metastable conformation corresponding 

to a half-closed form in a simulation started from the open form crystal structure of DNA 
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polymerase-I. Significant structural changes were seen in the heat maps of the C
α
 torsion 

angles and the (meta) stable structure was identified around half time of the 20 ns simulation 

based on C
α
 torsion angle clustering. RMSD values compared to the open and closed form 

showed that this new structure is an intermediate of the closing process. Finally, 

concentrating on the spatial regions highlighted by C
α
 torsion angle changes, TimeScapes 

was used to find a salt bridge causing the finger and thumb domain to approach each other. 

This study will be continued to characterize influences of mismatched base pairs and 

mutations in DNA polymerase I during the closing process enforced by targeted MD 

simulations.  

Despite these successes, the idea of pseudo torsion angles has even more potential. On the 

one hand, similar definitions can be used for other biopolymers like DNA and RNA. For 

these, adequate atoms corresponding to C
α
 in proteins have to be determined. On the other 

hand, it is perhaps also possible to described side-chain conformation by torsion angles 

composed of different backbone and side-chain atoms. To test these possibilities work will be 

continued in the future.  
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4 TMD Simulation of DNA polymerase I 
 

4.0. Introduction 

Many interesting dynamic properties of biological molecules cannot be simulated directly 

using molecular dynamics because of timescale limitations. From the first simulation half a 

century ago until now and probably also for the foreseeable future; the timescales accessible 

to MD simulation have been much shorter than those on which most biomolecular events of 

interest take place. Events like atomic fluctuations, side-chain movement, motion of flexible 

loops range from 0.01 to 5 Å, take place on the timescale from 10 
-15 

to 10 
-1 

seconds; rigid-

body movements like movements of helices and domains range from 1 – 10 Å, take 10 
-9 

to 1 

second; and large-scale movements like helix-coil transitions, association and dissociation of 

biological molecules range greater than 5 Å, take even 10 
-7 

to 10 
4 

seconds on the timescale. 

Also events such as protein folding, protein-drug binding, and major conformational changes 

essential to protein function typically take place on the timescales of milliseconds to seconds 

or even longer.  

Even if recent advances in hardware, software, and algorithms have increased the 

timescales accessible to simulation by several orders of magnitude, simulations of even a few 

microseconds required months on powerful super-computers. Only with special, very 

expensive equipment like Anton [11], a special-purpose parallel supercomputer for molecular 

dynamics designed by D. E. Shaw Research, it becomes possible to directly observe 

important biochemical processes that occur on the timescales in the range of milliseconds or 

seconds [96, 97]. The gross of investigations cannot afford such expenses and, thus, the 

interesting, large-scale conformational changes have to be accelerated to be observed in a 

computationally feasible MD simulation. The dynamic evolution of many molecular systems 

occurs through a series of rare events as the system moves from one potential energy basin to 

another. These systems are trapped in potential energy minima with high free energy barriers 

for large numbers of computational steps [98, 99]. Substantial developments of accelerate 

simulations at the cost of reduced accuracy employ simplified system representations, such 

as coarse-grained models [100] and implicit solvent models [101]. Other methods like replica 

exchange [102], conformational flooding [103], umbrella sampling [104], steered MD [105], 
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and Targeted MD [106] are the notable methods among other accelerated molecular 

dynamics simulations [107]. The aim here is to choose a best suited method among the 

above-mentioned accelerated MD simulation methods, to investigate the fingers-closing 

transitions of DNA polymerase I. 

In replica exchange, a number of non-interacting simulations of the same system (replicas) 

is performed in parallel, each having a different temperature. At given time intervals, 

neighboring temperature replica pairs are exchanged with a specific transition probability.  

Since the number of replicas needed to span a given temperature range is roughly 

proportional to the square root of the number of degrees of freedom of the system and also 

many replicas need to be simulated, this method is computationally very demanding.  

The conformational flooding method identifies one or more product states, which may be 

separated from the initial state by free energy barriers that are large on the scale of thermal 

energy. It also provides approximate reaction paths, which can be used to determined barrier 

heights or reaction rates with the usual techniques. This method is not useful for the aim here, 

because of the randomness of the flooding by generating one or more product states and there 

is no way to force the flooding in a particular direction.  

Umbrella sampling provides a free energy profile along a reaction coordinate. A bias 

potential along the (one or more dimensional) reaction coordinate drives the system from one 

thermodynamic state to another. The intermediate steps are covered by a series of windows, 

at each of which a MD simulation is performed.  The problems here are, complex surfaces 

have multiple barriers and there is a need to know the free energy surface to apply an 

efficient bias. Also, combining the windows is not obvious. The sampling in each window 

can be improved by replica exchange methods, either by exchange between successive 

windows or by running additional simulations at higher temperatures. This method is also 

computationally very demanding. 

Steered MD and Targeted MD share common feature of adding external forces along a 

conformational progress variable to guide the transition in a predefined direction in 

conformational space, yet differ in how these forces are applied. Steered molecular dynamics 

(SMD) simulations require selection of a path, i.e. a series of directions of the applied force. 
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The direction of the force can be chosen randomly or by guessing a direction on the basis of 

structural information. One possible protocol for selecting force directions in SMD is define 

a conical region of space around a preferred direction and select new directions randomly 

within this region. A small cone angle strongly biases the chosen directions to the initial 

guess, whereas a large cone angle leads to exploration of more directions. This method is 

very useful in studying the mechanism of binding/unbinding of ligand with proteins. 

If two known protein conformations, an initial and desired conformation, are available, 

then the targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulation is a suitable method to calculate the 

transition pathways by continuously diminishing the RMSD value between them. In DNA 

polymerase I, both open and closed enzyme form crystal structures are available and TMD is 

a well-suited method to see the transitions from the open to closed enzyme form. Two 

important conformational changes occur during the nucleotide insertion, as explained in 

chapter 3 (section 3. 0. 1): (1) open to closed enzyme form to generate a highly constrained 

binding pocket and (2) vice-versa allowing the movement of the template by one nucleotide. 

The unrestrained MD simulation of DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1) shows the conformational 

changes in the fingers and thumb domains after the incorporation of the correct dNTP to 

yield a half-closed form of the complex, as described in chapter 3, tweaked my attention 

towards these most interesting and important conformational changes.  

Excellent recent reviews have focused on the homologous structural changes that take 

place in various DNA polymerases [72], the pre-chemistry conformational changes in DNA 

polymerase mechanisms [108], and the structural comparison of DNA polymerase across 

families [109]. A number of studies on the conformational changes in different DNA 

polymerases, accompanied by the adjustments in the key protein side-chains, DNA 

nucleotides, and the incoming nucleotide in addition to the binding of two metal ions were 

published in the last years [71, 78, 79, 82-84, 89, 91, 93, 110-120]. Few of these studies have 

focused on polymerase opening and closing transitions and the presumed connection between 

this motion and polymerase fidelity [50-52, 71, 91, 93, 110, 111].  

The dynamics of the fingers-closing transition of DNA polymerases using TMD simulation 

have reported by the research groups of T. Schlick and M. Karplus [110, 111, 121]. In these 

studies, simulations were carried out for a shorter time length and also with high force 
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constants. Because of the high force constants and shorter time duration, the initial structure 

might have forced destructively, by not allowing few of the torsion angles to explore 

favorable transitions, to attain the target structure. Hence the restrained energy increased 

drastically at the end of these TMD simulations. This chapter describes investigations to 

circumvent the problems seen in these publications and to come up with a protocol to run 

simulations on the fidelity of DNA polymerase I mutants. The open enzyme form of 

Klentaq1 DNA polymerase (PDB 2KTQ [47]) is been taken as starting structure and the 

closed enzyme form (PDB 3KTQ [47]) as target structure. A detailed TMD simulation set up 

will be described in methods and materials section 4. 1. 

 

4.1. Methods and Materials 

4.1.1. Targeted MD Simulations 

TMD has been introduced to calculate reaction paths between two conformations of a 

molecule, by continuously decreasing the distance to the target conformation with the help of 

a constraint [106]. In TMD, a subset of atoms in the simulation is forced towards a final 

‘target’ structure by means of steering forces. At each time-step, the RMS distance between 

the current coordinates and the target structure is computed. The energy term has the form,  

E = 0.5 * TGTMDFRC * NATTGTRMS * (RMSD – TGTRMSD)**2 

Where the energy E is weighted by the number of atoms (NATTGTRMS) and the force 

constant is defined using the TGTMDFRC variable.  

4.1.2. Simulation Set-up 

As just described, the targeted MD option adds an additional term to the energy function 

based on the mass-weighted root mean square deviation of a set of atoms in the current 

structure compared to a reference structure. To do this, the simulation and the reference 

structure have to be exactly correspond according to the number and ordering of the atoms in 

the input files. Thus, the sequence and structural differences between the open (2KTQ) and 

closed (3KTQ) enzyme forms of DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1) were analyzed. The closed 
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form has 539 amino acids, 13 nucleotides in the primer strand of the DNA (including the 

incoming nucleotides), 14 nucleotides in the template strand and 2 Mg 
2+

 ions. Similarly, the 

open form has 538 amino acids, 13 nucleotide in the primer strand (including the incoming 

nucleotides), 13 nucleotides in the template strand and 1 Mg 
2+ 

ions. In the open form, 2 

amino acids in the N-terminal as well as one Mg 
2+ 

ion are resolved more than in the closed 

form. In contrast, 1 additional amino acid in the C-terminal and 1 nucleotide from the 

template are resolved in the closed form.  

To get the same numbers of atoms for both the initial and target structures, an equal 

number of amino acids, nucleotides base-pairs and magnesium ions have to be set up. Thus, 

the first two amino acids from the N-terminal, one nucleotide from the template of the closed 

form as well as the last amino acid from the C-terminal of the open form were removed and 

one more Mg 
2+ 

ion was added to the open form at the location, where it is in the closed form 

of the DNA polymerase. As described in section 3. 2. 1., the missing protein residues of a 

flexible loop in the open form (corresponding to residues 645 – 654), were manually 

modeled by taking the closed form structure as reference. Also, to reduce the computational 

demand slightly, the first four nucleotides of the primer and the last four of the template were 

deleted because they are very flexible, solvent exposed and not directly involved in binding 

(Chapter 3 – Section 3. 2. 1). These modified versions of the open and the closed forms are 

used as starting and target structures for TMD simulation, respectively. 

In TMD simulation two masks, namely ‘target-fit-mask’ and ‘target-rms-mask’, are used to 

fit. In the standard setting, the MD engine SANDER from the AMBER suite of program [12] 

performs (1) a best-fit of the reference structure to the simulation structure based on the 

selection in the target-fit-mask and (2) calculates the RMSD for the atoms selected by target-

rms-mask. Using a more specialized setting, TMD can also be used with positional restraints. 

If these are applied, only target-rms-mask should be given in the control input because the 

molecule is fitted implicitly by applying positional restraints to atoms specified in 

restraintmask. To move a structure toward a target coordinate set, an initial value 

corresponding to the actual RMSD between the input and the target structures should be 

given as targetrmsd, and then the weight change option could be used to decrease this value 

to 0 during the simulation. The energy term, as described in section 4.1.1, will be added to 
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the RESTRAINT term and Sander [12] will print the current values for the actual and target 

RMSD to the energy summary in the output file. 

 

4.2. Results and Discussion 

4.2.1. Targeted MD without Position Constraints 

 

The modified version of the open form was minimized and equilibrated as described in the 

general molecular dynamics simulation setup (section 2. 1. 2 in chapter 2). The RMSD 

between the equilibrated structure and the closed enzyme form was 4.207 Å and used as 

starting targetrmsd for the TMD simulation. In the case of DNA polymerase unrestrained 

simulation, as explained in chapter 3, the major structural changes were happening in the 

fingers domain, which includes modeled loop and ‘O’helix. Hence, in this first simulation the 

whole fingers domain with incoming nucleotide and two Mg 
2+ 

ions have been chosen for the 

‘target-rms-mask’ to calculate the RMSD and the whole open enzyme form excluding the 

‘target-rms-mask’ has been chosen for the ‘target-fit-mask’ for the TMD simulation. Each 

1ns TMD simulation was setup for the reduction of every 1Å targetrmsd until it decreased to 

0 during the TMD simulation and the trajectories were collected for the further analysis.  

Even if the equilibration of the starting system was verified by the observation of plateaus 

in the time series of all properties given in the output including the total energy, a large jump 

in the total energy of the system was observed after few steps of TMD simulation. By visual 

inspection, no large differences in the overall system could be seen. The all-atom rmsd 

difference of the protein before and after the energy jump is only 1.4Å. Looking at a movie 

of the simulation it became obvious that the solute collectively moves extremely fast through 

the simulation box. This can be explained by the fact, that the additional force is acting only 

a small part of the system and there is no counterforce. As no positional constraints were 

applied in the TMD simulation, the constraint forces generate a torque and the complete 

system starts rotating and moving very fast in one direction. Since this overall movement is 

connected to a large kinetic energy, the velocities in the other direction have to go towards 

zero to obtain a constant temperature. This scenario is named as “flying ice-cube” [122] (by 
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the AMBER developers, a private communication by Carlos Simmerling) and has to be 

avoided to get physically plausible simulations.  

The flag ‘NSCM’ can be used to remove the translational and rotational center-of-mass 

motion at regular intervals. For non-periodic simulation, after every NSCM steps, 

translational and rotational motion will be removed. For periodic systems, just the 

translational center-of-mass motion will be removed. In a second simulation, the flag NSCM 

was included in the TMD simulation input file by setting the value to 1000. Since the 

periodic system was used here, the translational but not the rotational center-of-mass motion 

was removed. This helped to avoid the large energy jump and, hence, the ‘flying ice-cube’ 

scenario in this TMD simulations. Nevertheless, a considerable rotation of the complete 

solute was still observed. This might leads to shearing forces between the solute and the 

solvents and large perturbations at the protein surface and the solvents structure close to it. 

Thus, an alternative approach was tried to avoid the center-of-mass movements as described 

in the next section. 

 

4.2.2. Simulation of DNA polymerase I with Palm Restraints 

4.2.2.1. Simulation of the Open Form 

To avoid the translational and rotational motion of the whole system as well as to reduce 

the complexity of the targeted MD simulation (in future), positional constraints on the palm 

domain of the DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1) – (the amino acids are 421 – 453, 558 – 588, 

603 – 613, and 777 – 830) – were introduced. The minimized structure of the modified 

version of the open enzyme form, as described in section 4.1.1, was taken as an input for 

equilibration. The system was first heated from 100 K to 300 K for 100 ps (picosecond) and 

then relaxed to a density corresponding to 1 bar for 100 ps in a sequence of MD simulations 

using canonical (NVT) and the isothermal isobaric (NPT) ensemble, respectively. Up to this, 

the MD setup is very similar to the general MD setup as described in section 2.1.2. Since 

major structural changes are happening only in fingers and thumb domains and no much 

change in palm domain, positional constraints were introduced in the palm domain.  For the 

positional restraints, harmonic restraints with force constant of 5 kcal mol 
-1

 Å
2
 were applied 

http://dict.leo.org/ende/index_de.html#/search=force&searchLoc=0&resultOrder=basic&multiwordShowSingle=on
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to all the amino acids in the palm domain for 250 ps of NVT-MD. At the same time, for the 

amino acids in the fingers and thumb domains, these restraints were gradually reduced to 

zero over this time period. Apart from the above-mentioned positional constraints, all the 

other parameters, as described in the general molecular dynamics simulation setup (section 2. 

1. 2) were used and the production run of 20 ns were then performed for the palm restrained 

modified version of DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1).  

 

4.2.2.2. C
α
 Torsion Angle Progression Matrices of the Open-Form Simulation 

 

To see the structural changes during the simulation, C
α
 torsion angles were calculated and 

their differences to the starting structure of the palm restrained DNA polymerase I (Klentaq1) 

are plotted as a heat map (Figure 4.1). Strong changes could not be seen in the C
α
 torsion 

angle corresponding to the palm domain (torsion angle no. 129 – 159; 266 – 296; 311 – 321; 

and 485 – 534), since the palm domain was positionally constrained. The unconstrained parts 

of the DNA polymerase I, mainly the fingers domain and the thumb domain, show some 

prominent changes in the C
α
 torsion angles, which can be clearly seen with the torsion angles 

no. 160 - 263 and 320 - 482, which are also shown as heat maps in Figure 4. 2. and Figure 4. 

3., respectively.   
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Figure 4.1: C
α
 torsion angle differences compared to the starting structure of the palm 

restrained DNA polymerase I. C
α
 torsion angles belong to the O-helix and some parts of the 

finger domain are showing strong variations (marked in red box). The C
α
 torsion angles, 

correspond to the parts of the thumb domain interacting with the fingers domain, are marked 

in green box. 

 

The closer look of the green box in Figure 4.1 is shown in Figure 4.2. Some torsion angles, 

e.g., torsion angles no. 196 – 198, 174 – 177, and 190 – 193, are significantly changed from 

one state to another state around 1 ns, 7 ns, and between 15 and 16 ns, respectively, and 
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stayed in the new states till the end of the simulation. Few torsion angles, e.g., torsion angle 

no. 200 – 202 and 260 – 263, are visited new states for a short time. 

 

Figure 4.2: The C
α
 torsion angle differences correspond to the part of the thumb domain, 

torsion angles no. 160 – 263, are shown as a heat map.  

 

Few very rigid torsion angles, e.g., torsion angle no. 160 – 165 and 234 – 238, are also seen 

in the thumb domain, as no prominent changes are observed throughout the simulation. Few 

torsion angles, e.g., torsion angle no. 205 – 210, are showing prominent changes between 2 
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and 5 ns. Torsion angles no. 248 – 250, are visiting two different states changing throughout 

the simulation (see Figure 4.2). While comparing the palm restrained simulation with the free 

simulation discussed in chapter 3 – comparing the heat maps Figure 4.2 with Figure 3.7 – for 

the torsion angles no. 181 – 230, most prominent changes occur around 6 ns in most of the 

changing torsion angles in the palm restrained simulation and they are in their new states till 

the end of the simulation. But in the free simulation, two prominent changes occurs mainly 

around 7 ns and 14 ns. At around 7 ns, the changing torsion angles are visited the new states 

(half-closed form as explained in chapter 3) and they came back to their previous states at 

around 14 ns.   

The red box in Figure 4.1, which corresponds to the fingers domain torsion angles no. 320 

– 482, is enlarged in Figure 4.3. The prominent C
α
 torsion angle changes are observed with 

the torsion angles no 359 – 361 at around 10 ns and they stayed in the new state till the end 

of the simulation. Three different values for the torsion angles no 356 – 358 are visited 

between 1 – 5 ns, 5 – 10 ns, and 10 – 20 ns. Other notable changes are observed with torsion 

angles no 327 – 330, 340 – 355, 362 – 370, and 434 – 447. When comparing the palm 

restrained simulation with the free simulation (by comparing Figure 4.3 with Figure 3.6), 

most of the torsion angles are stable, except the torsion angles no. 345 – 361. These torsion 

angles are visiting at least three different states between 1 – 5 ns, 5 – 10 ns, and 10 – 20 ns in 

the palm restrained simulation. In the case of free simulation, these duration are different, 

e.g. 0 – 1 ns, 1 – 5 ns, 5 – 7 ns, and 7 – 20 ns (see Figure 3.6). Apart from the above-

mentioned torsion angles, other torsion angles are changing very little or are mostly stable 

throughout the palm restrained simulation (see Figure 4.3). 
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Figure 4.3: The C
α
 torsion angles differences correspond to the fingers domain, torsion 

angles no. 320 – 482, are shown as a heat map. 

 

4.2.2.3. Targeted MD (TMD) Simulation of DNA polymerase I 

The heat maps of palm restrained DNA polymerase I simulation show changes around 1 ns 

(torsion angle no. 196 – 198 and 205 – 210), 5 ns (torsion angle no. 205 – 210 and 356 – 358) 

and 10 ns (torsion angle no. 356 – 358 and 359 – 361) of the simulation. To see the 

influences of different starting structures on the progression of targeted MD (TMD) 

simulation, structures from the open-form simulation described above at 1ns, 5 ns, and 10 ns 
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(representing different stable states) were chosen. Since the most prominent changes in the 

C
α
 torsion angles taken place around 10 ns, I first started with the 10 ns structure as the 

starting structure for the TMD simulation. Since the palm restrained MD setup was used, the 

amino acids in the palm domain were used for fitting purposes (target-fit-mask, C
α 

atoms of 

the palm domain residues 421 – 453, 558 – 588, 603 – 613, and 777 – 830) and the remaining 

amino acids (target-rms-mask, residues 295 – 420, 454 – 557, 589 – 602, and 614 – 776 as 

well as DNA base-pairs) were used for the RMSD calculation. This will be called case 1 in 

the following discussion (as given in the Table 4.1). The starting RMSD calculated with the 

target-rms-mask was 3.176 Å. To move the starting structure towards the target structure 

from 3.176 Å to 0 Å, 3 ns TMD simulation were carried out in three steps, such as RMSD 

from 3.176 Å to 2 Å for 1 ns, RMSD from 2 Å to 1 Å for 1 ns, and RMSD from 1 Å to 0 Å 

for 1 ns.  Every 2 ps structures (1500 structures) were used to plot the target RMSD, RMSD 

(from the target structure) and restrained energy against the time steps (1500 time steps) (see 

Figure 4. 4).  

 

Figure 4.4: The graph shows the target RMSD (Y1 axis in Å - green color), RMSD from the 

target structure (Y1-axis in Å – red color) and the restrained energy (Y2-axis in kcal/mol – 

blue color) against the time steps (X-axis). 
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Both target RMSD (green color in Figure 4.4) and RMSD from the reference (red color in 

Figure 4.4) declined in a similar manner until 1.5 Å. Once the target RMSD reaches 1.5 Å, 

the RMSD from the reference structure was not going in pace with the target RMSD. From 

there, the restrained energy started increasing. When the target RMSD reaches 0 Å, the target 

RMSD from the reference stopped at 0.619 Å and the restrained energy reaches as high as 

1426 kcal/mol. The superimposition of the final TMD structure and the target structure did 

not show much difference (see Figure 4.5).   

Figure 4.5: The superimposition of the final TMD structure (in green color) and the target 

structure (in green color) are represented in cartoon model. 

 

While looking into the binding site, the major change was observed in the orientation of the 

pairing base of the incoming nucleotide. Left-hand side of Figure 4.6 shows the 

superimposition of the template and primer strands (in cartoon model) with the incoming 
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nucleotide (in ball-and-stick model) of the target and final structures of the TMD simulation, 

in green and red colors, respectively. Amino acids, e.g. Tyr 671 and Leu 670, which are in 

the close vicinity of the pairing base, show some notable differences from the target structure 

in their side chains. Because of the side-chain orientation of Leu 670, a controlled movement 

of the ring of Tyr 671 and hence the restricted movement of the pairing base of the incoming 

nucleotide was detected.  

 

Figure 4.6: Left side: The superimposition of the final TMD structure (in green color) and the 

target structure (in green color) are represented in cartoon model with the incoming 

nucleotide in ball-and-stick model. Right side: The closure vicinity of the binding site of the 

incoming nucleotide. Incoming nucleotide and its pairing base are shown in cartoon and ball-

and-stick model and the neighboring residues Tyr 671 and Leu 670 are shown in stick model.  

 

Such slight differences can, however, not explain the very high constraint energy at the end 

of the simulation. To find regions contributing the most to the RMSD and, in this way, to the 

constraint energy, a residue-based RMSD calculation was carried out. The results show 39 

amino acids in the final structure are having high RMSD (more than 2 Å), when compared to 

the target structure. These amino acids are mostly non-polar side chain amino acids, e.g. Val 

518, Leu 670, Phe 700 and Tyr 719 (see Figure 4.7). The symmetric natures of the non-polar 
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amino-acids side chains, e.g. Phe 700, are very similar and physically indistinguishable in the 

final and the target structures.  The pseudo-symmetric natures of the non-polar amino acids 

side chains, e.g. Leu 670, show almost the same interactions in both the structures. 

 

Figure 4.7: The superimposition of amino acids Val 518, Leu 670, Phe 700, and Tyr 719 in 

wire-frame model. The final and target structures are shown in red and green color, 

respectively.  

 

Since lipophilic interactions are not directional, both the final and target structure are 

reasonably superimposed and only the differences were observed mainly in the values of 

single torsion angles. A dead-lock kind of situation arises when the target force is not able to 

initiate the rotation around these torsion angles during the TMD simulation. One could avoid 

this dead-lock situation, by increasing the force constant to a high value, e.g.10 kcal mol 
-1

 

Å
2
, but this will not allow most of the torsion angles to explore different values in the 
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conformational space, which may force them either to a correct target structure very fast or to 

a totally different structure. As another possibility to avoid this dead-lock situation, one can 

remove these disruptive constraints, which lead to high energy, by constraining up to C-γ 

atoms in the side chains, only.  

To avoid the confusion in the numbering, I will use the numberings given by AMBER suite 

of program for the modified version, as described in section 4.1.2, for the further analyses 

and the numberings are as given in Table 4.1.  

 

S. No. Elements of DNA polymerase I AMBER Numbering 

1 Polymerase 1 – 537 

2 Template 546 – 554 

3 Primer 538 – 545 

4 Incoming Nucleotide 557 

5 
Pairing Nucleotide with incoming 

Nucleotide 
546 

6 Neighboring base pair 545 and 547 

7 Magnesium ions 555 and 556 

 

Table 4.1: AMBER numberings for the elements of DNA polymerase I modified version. 

 

To reduce the high restrained energy, five different cases with different target-rms-masks, 

as given in Table 4.2, were used for further detailed analyses. As the palm restrained 

structure was used for the TMD simulation, the target-fit-masks were same for all the five 
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different cases. Numbering the elements of DNA polymerase I by AMBER suite of program 

[12] is different from the numbering originally used in the PDB structures. 

 

 

Cases 

 

Target-fit-

mask 
Target-rms-mask 

1 

 

127-159@CA; 

264-294@CA; 

309-319@CA; 

483-537@CA; 

 

1-126, 160-263, 295-308, 320-482, 537-557; 

2 

 

127-159@CA; 

264-294@CA; 

309-319@CA; 

483-537@CA; 

 

1-126@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

160-263@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

295-308@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

320-482@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

538 – 557; 

3 

127-159@CA; 

264-294@CA; 

309-319@CA; 

483-537@CA; 

 

1-126@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

160-263@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

295-308@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

320-482@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

538-544; 

545-547@P,O1P,O2P,O5’,C5’,C4’,O4’,C1’,C2’,C3’,O3’; 

557@P,O1P,O2P,O5’,C5’,C4’,O4’,C1’,C2’,C3’,O3’; 

 

4 – 6 

 

127-159@CA; 

264-294@CA; 

309-319@CA; 

483-537@CA; 

 

 

1-126,160-263,295-308,320-482@N,CA,CB,CG,C,O; 

DA5,DG,DG5@P,O1P,O2P,O5’,C5’,C4’,O4’, 

C1’,C2’,C3’,O3’,N9,C4,O8; 

DC,DC3,DT3,DCP@P,O1P,O2P,O5’,C5’,C4’,O4’, 

C1’,C2’,C3’,O3’,C2,N1,C6; 

 

 

Table 4.2: Table shows three different cases of TMD simulations with same target-fit-masks 

and different target-rms-masks. 
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The restrained energies in the next two cases (case 2 and 3) were very much reduced (in 

case 2: 389 kcal/mol and in case 3: 416 kcal/mol), when compare to case 1, where it was 

1426 kcal/mol. Until the RMSD from the target structure reached 1 Å, the restrained energies 

were less than 100kcal/mol in both cases. They started climbing up (from 100 kcal/mol to 

400 kcal/mol), when the target RMSD reduced from 1 Å to 0 Å. A slight increase in the final 

restrained energy of case 3 compared to case 2 is because of the non-pairing base-pair 

interacting with the incoming nucleotide (see below). Either case were failed to attain 0 Å at 

the end of the TMD simulations and the final RMSD of 0.478 Å and 0.509 Å were attained 

by case 2 and case 3, respectively. 

 

Cases 

 

RMSD (Å) 

 

Target RMSD (Å) 
Restrained Energy 

(kcal/mol) 

 

Initial 

 

Final Initial Final Initial Final 

 

1 

 

3.176 0.619 3.176 0 84.8062 1426.7054 

 

2 

 

2.85 0.478 2.85 0 88.4349 389.9415 

 

3 

 

2.806 0.509 2.806 0 88.84 416.3885 

 

4 

 

3.535 0.533 3.535 0 96.8519 328.4854 

 

5 

 

4.231 0.552 4.231 0 94.774 355.1699 

 

6 

 

2.773 0.608 2.773 0 88.3731 415.334 

 

Table 4.3: Table shows the RMSD, the target RMSD, and the restrained energies of six 

different cases of TMD simulations. 
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In case 2, all C
α
 atoms in the palm domain are used as the target-fit-mask and all N, C

α
, C

β
, 

C
γ
, C, O atoms of the proteins as well as all atoms of the DNA are used as the target-rms-

mask. The target RMSD for case 2, using the above-mentioned target-rms-mask, was 2.850 

Å. A 6 ns TMD simulation was carried out in six steps, such as RMSD from 2.850 Å to 2.5 Å 

for 1 ns, from 2.5 Å to 2 Å for 1 ns, from 2 Å to 1.5 Å for 1 ns, from 1.5 Å to 1 Å for 1 ns, 

from 1Å to 0.5 Å for 1ns, and from 0.5 Å to 0 Å for 1 ns. Here, every 2 ps structures (3000 

structures) were used to plot the target RMSD, RMSD (from the target structure) and 

restrained energy against the time steps (3000 time steps) (see Figure 4.8).  

 

Figure 4.8: The graph shows the target RMSD (green color), RMSD from the target structure 

(Y1-axis in Å – red color) and the restrained energy (Y2-axis in kcal/mol – blue color) 

against the time steps (X-axis) for case 2. 

 

The starting and final structures of the TMD simulations were analyzed. In the starting 

structure, the position of the incoming nucleotide and the adjacent nucleotide from the 

template strand are close enough to have some interactions. During the TMD simulation, the 

adjacent nucleotide from the template strand was forced to have the correct orientation to pair 
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with the adjacent nucleotide from the primer strand of the DNA. In the final structure, the 

incoming-nucleotide and its pairing base from the template are in the correct position, in such 

a way that these bases can form a pair. The starting (green color – ball and stick model) and 

the final (red color – ball and stick model) structures of the TMD simulation with the 

incoming nucleotide, its pairing base, adjacent base pairs and 2 Mg 
2+

 ions are shown in 

Figure 4.9.   

 

Figure 4.9: The orientation of the incoming nucleotide, its pairing base, adjacent base-pairs 

and 2 Mg
2+ 

ions from the starting (green color) and the final (red color) structures of the 

TMD simulation for case 2 are shown. 

 

In case 3, to see if it is possible to enforce the flip of the incoming nucleotide’s pairing base 

just by the closing of DNA polymerase I, all C
α
 atoms in the palm domain were used as the 

target-fit-mask and all N, C
α
, C

β
, C

γ
, C, O atoms of the proteins as well as all the backbone 

and the sugar atoms of the DNA except the incoming nucleotide, its pairing base and the next 

base-pair to the incoming nucleotides are used as the target-rms-mask. The target RMSD for 

case 3, using the above-mentioned target-rms-mask, was 2.806 Å. A 6 ns TMD simulation 

were carried out in six steps, such as RMSD from 2.806 Å to 2.5 Å for 1 ns, from 2.5 Å to 2 

Å for 1 ns, from 2 Å to 1.5 Å for 1 ns, from 1.5 Å to 1 Å for 1 ns, from 1Å to 0.5 Å for 1ns, 
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and from 0.5 Å to 0 Å for 1 ns. Here, every 2 ps structures (3000 structures) were used to 

plot the target RMSD, RMSD (from the target structure) and restrained energy against the 

time steps (3000 time steps) (see Figure 4.10). 

 

Figure 4.10: The graph shows the target RMSD (green color), RMSD from the target 

structure (Y1-axis in Å – red color) and the restrained energy (Y2-axis in kcal/mol – blue 

color) against the time steps (X-axis) for case 3. 

 

The starting (green color) and the final (red color) orientation of the incoming nucleotide 

and its pairing base are very similar and they are well apart from each other and not in a 

position to have interactions (see Figure 4.11). Since these two base-pairs are not restrained, 

flip in the sugar of the incoming nucleotide’s pairing base from the template are observed 

and hence the base is away from the incoming nucleotide, which is very much similar to the 

starting structure (see also Figure 4.11).  By the result of constraining all the atoms of DNA 

molecule, the base pairing occurred and the correct complex was formed in case 2. But in 

case 3, only the back-bone and the sugar atoms of the incoming nucleotide, pairing base and 

the adjacent base-pair were constrained, the pairing of the incoming nucleotide and the 
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pairing base from the template did not happened. To get the correct complex, the correct 

atoms of the DNA molecule have to be constrained.   

 

Figure 4.11: The orientation of the incoming nucleotide, its pairing base, adjacent base-pairs 

and 2 Mg
2+ 

ions from the starting (green color) and the final (red color) structures of the 

TMD simulation for case 3 are shown. 

 

As the next test, I was investigating the influence of different starting structures on the 

progression of the TMD. Three different TMD simulations with three different starting 

structures of the palm restrained MD simulation after 1ns (case 4), 5 ns (case 5), and 10 ns 

(case 6) were carried out. For all the three TMD simulations, the modified closed enzyme 

form (see Section 4. 1. 2) was used as the target structure with the target-fit-mask and the 

target-rms-mask as described Table 4. 1. These are the same as in case 3 but with additional 

constraints on N9, C4 and O8 for purine bases and on C2, N1 and C6 for pyrimidine bases, to 

enforce the flip of the pairing base but not to over-constrain the simulation. For cases 4, 5, 

and 6, the ‘targetrmsd’ between the target structure (the modified closed enzyme form) and 

the starting structures (after 1ns, 5ns and 10ns of the palm restrained MD simulation) are 

3.535 Å, 4.231 Å, and 2.773 Å, respectively. The reduction of the ‘targetrmsd’ from 3.535 Å 

to 0 Å for case 4, from 4.231 Å to 0 Å for case 5, and from 2.773 Å to 0 Å for case 6, were 
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carried out by 7 ns, 8.5 ns, and 6 ns TMD simulation, respectively, by reducing the 

‘targetrmsd’ by 0.5 Å for every ns simulations.  

 

Case 

 

RMSD – Restrained Energy Plots 

 

Incoming Nucleotide – base pairing 

 

4 

  

5 

  

6 

  

 

Table 4.4: Left side: The graphs show the target RMSD, RMSD from the target structure 

(Y1-axis in Å) and the restrained energy (Y2-axis in kcal/mol) against the time steps (X-

axis). Right side: The orientation of the incoming nucleotide, its pairing base, adjacent base-

pairs and two Mg
2+ 

ions from the initial and final structures of the TMD simulations for case 

4, 5, and 6 are shown. 
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Every 2 ps structures were used to plot the target RMSD, RMSD (from the target structure) 

and the restrained energy against the time steps (for cases 4, 5, and 6 – see Table 4.3 – left 

side). The final RMSD for case 4 was 0.533 Å and the corresponding restrained energy was 

328.485 kcal/mol. Similarly 0.552 Å and 355.169 kcal/mol and 0.608Å and 415.334 kcal/mol 

were obtained at the simulation end for case 5 and 6, respectively. In all the three cases (case 

4, 5 and 6), final RMSD was not 0 Å.  The orientations of the incoming nucleotide, its 

pairing base in the template and the adjacent base-pairs for case 4, 5 and 6 are also shown in 

Table 4.4 (right side).  

In case 4, the final structure of TMD simulation shows the position of the incoming 

nucleotide and its pairing base are very close to each other, in such a way that these bases can 

form a pair. But in case 6, these two nucleotides are far apart. The position of the incoming 

nucleotide’s pairing base in the starting and final structure of the TMD simulation are very 

similar. This shows an increase in restrained energy as the atoms of this nucleotide are 

against the target force. In case 5, the position of the incoming nucleotide’s pairing base is 

neither close nor far away from the incoming nucleotide. As it shows an in-between 

orientation, the restrained energy is also in-between that of case 4 and case 6. The starting 

orientations of the incoming nucleotide’s pairing base and binding site surroundings for case 

5 and case 6 are different (see Table 4.4 – Right side), since the starting structures are taken 

from 5 ns and 10 ns of the palm-restrained free simulation, respectively. Also, the targetrmsd, 

4.231 Å for case 5 and 2.773 Å for case 6, clearly shows that the starting structures are 

different. Hence, the target force applied during TMD simulation will force the pairing base 

and surroundings of the binding site differently, which lead to dead-lock situations and hence 

the final orientations of the pairing base in case 5 and case 6 are totally different. Here, for 

case 5 and case 6, 8.5 ns and 6 ns TMD simulations were carried out, respectively, which are 

relatively short in simulation time and not enough to allow the structures to explore different 

conformations. To avoid the dead-lock situations, longer simulations are probably needed.  

To find similarites and dissimilarites between the three TMD simulations (case 4, 5, and 6), 

a heat map with their RMSD values between all snapshots was plotted. Figure 4.12 shows the 

NxN RMSD matrix, which was calculated against all the structure of the above-mentioned 
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three TMD simulations (Case 4: Time steps 1 to 700; Case 5: Time steps 701 to 1550; and 

Case 6: 1551 to 2100).  

Figure 4.12: The heat map shows N x N RMSD matrix of all the structures from the three 

TMD simulations (case 4, 5 and 6). Refer Appendix – VIII a, b, and c for the clear and 

enlarged version of the heat maps for case 4, 5 and 6. 

 

Each single simulation crosses multiple intermediates from starting to end structure, which 

can be clearly seen as blue patches in each simulation while following the diagonals of each 

simulations. All the three simulations reach the end state at around 1 Å target RMSD and no 

major changes occur after that. All structures at the end are very similar (red color squares 
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shown in Figure 4.12), which demonstrates that at least the protein structures converge to the 

common target structure at the end.  

In case 5, the change in structure from one state to another (the blue patch from timesteps 

700 – 950 in the heat map) can be clearly seen around 950
th

 timestep. The pattern observed 

from timesteps 1100 – 1550 in case 5, and the pattern observed from timesteps 1650 – 2100 

in case 6, are very similar while inspecting through the diagonal line (red color diagonal line 

shown in Figure 4.12), which is not observed with case 4. This indicates that there might be 

atleast two major structural changes have happened, one before 5 ns and another between 5 

and 10 ns of the palm restrained free simulation. The incoming nucleotide is pairing correctly 

with its pairing base from the template strand in case 4 and it is not happening in case 5 and 

case 6. This can be clearly seen in the C
α
 torsion angle heat map of the palm restrained free 

simulation (see Figure 4.3). The changes in the O-helix torsion angles were clearly 

highlighted in the heat map (see Figure 4.3) of the palm restrained free simulation at around 

5ns and 10 ns. Therefore, the results of the TMD simulations may give different results 

according to the structural changes in the starting structures.  

 

4.2.3. Comparison of Six Different Cases of Targeted MD (TMD) Simulations 

 

Among the above-discussed six cases, case 2 and 4 are better than the remaining cases, 

because the incoming nucleotide pairs with its pairing base from the template. Case 2 shows 

a better final RMSD with the target structure (0.478 Å) when compare with that of case 4 

(0.533 Å). In case 5 and 6, the pairing base which is supposed to form H-bonds with the 

incoming nucleotide is far from the incoming nucleotide and adopts a completely different 

orientation. Between case 2 and 6, even-though the starting structures are the same and they 

differs only in their constrains, only case 2 is able to recover from the starting structure and 

the incoming nucleotide forms hydrogen bonds with its pairing base from the template. Even-

though the constraints of case 4 and case 6 simulations are equivalent, since the starting 

structures of case 4 (after 1 ns of the free simulation) and case 6 (after 10 ns of the free 

simulation) are different, case 6 simulation ends up in a wrong orientation of the pairing base 

to the incoming nucleotide. Thus, I propose the setup in case 2 as a preferred protocol to 
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investigate DNA polymerase I closing mechanisms and the influence of mutations, even if 

longer simulations are needed.  

In case 2, major structural changes were observed in the fingers domain, especially with the 

O-helix, along with some minor changes in the thumb domain, during TMD simulation. The 

superimposition of the starting (cartoon representation in green color) and the final structure 

(cartoon representation in red color) of the TMD simulation, and the main changing parts 

(Fingers domain, O-helix and Thumb domain) are highlighted in Figure 4.13.   

 

Figure 4.13: The cartoon representation of the starting (green color) and the final (red color) 

structures of the modified palm restrained DNA polymerase I with case 2 target-fit-mask and 

target-rms-mask. The major structural changes in the fingers and thumb domains are 

highlighted with the circles and the clear change in the position of O-helix is emphasized. 

 

The closer look of the active site and its surroundings, where the nucleotide insertion takes 

place in the DNA polymerase I, give a clear picture. In the starting structure, the position of 

the incoming nucleotide’s pairing base is occupied by Tyr 671 and the orientation of the 
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incoming nucleotide is inclined with the adjacent nucleotide in the primer strand. Flipping of 

Tyr 671 away from the active site moves the whole O-helix, which forces the incoming 

nucleotide and its pairing base to the correct orientation in the final structure. The starting 

and the final structures are given in green and red colors, respectively, in Figure 4.14, and the 

orientations of the incoming nucleotide, its pairing base and the adjacent base-pair are also 

shown in Figure 4.14. 

 

Figure 4.14: The starting (in green color) and final (in red color) orientation of the incoming 

nucleotide, 2 Mg 
2+

 ions, O-helix and Tyr 671 (on the left side). The starting (in green color) 

and the final (in red color) orientation of the incoming nucleotide and its pairing base with 

the adjacent base-pair on the vicinity (ball-and-stick model – on the right side). 

 

Here in case 2, when the target force applied during the 6 ns TMD simulation, Tyr 671 

started flipping at around 4 ns and completely flipped away from its starting position at 

around 5ns. This flip moved the whole O-helix, which change the positions of Arg 659, Lys 

663 and Phe 667. The positional changes in these three amino acids changed the orientation 

of the incoming nucleotide (at around 5 ns), which further induce the insertion and base-

pairing of the incoming nucleotide (see Figure 4.15). The orientation of the O-helix and the 

four amino acids Arg 659, Lys 663, Phe 667 and Tyr 671 are given on the left side and the 
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orientation of the incoming nucleotide, its pairing base, and adjacent base pair are given on 

the right side of Figure 4.15, with starting orientation (in green color), after 4 ns (in magenta 

color), after 5 ns (in cyan color) and the final orientation after 6 ns (in red color).  

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.15: The orientation of O-helix with Arg 659, Lys 663, Phe 667 and Tyr 671 (on the 

left side) and the orientation of the incoming nucleotide, its pairing base, and adjacent base 

pair (on the right side) are given with the starting orientation (in green color), after 4 ns (in 

magenta color), after 5 ns (in cyan color) and the final orientation after 6 ns (in red color). 

 

The flipping of Tyr 671 away from the template, the movement of O-helix and a sequence 

of structural changes in the binding site allow the pairing base to form a Watson-Crick base-

pair with the incoming nucleotide. Thus complete the transition of DNA polymerase I from 

open to closed enzyme form by inserting the incoming nucleotide in the binding site in an 

appropriate manner. More detailed analysis using methods from chapter 2 and 3 will be used 

as soon as the TMD simulations (with the setup described in case 2) have been redone with 

longer simulation times. 
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4.3. Conclusion 
 

Targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) simulation is very useful accelerated MD technique 

to enforce the large-scale conformational changes, if the initial and final structures are 

known, a priori. The insertion of the incoming nucleotide and the closing mechanism of 

DNA polymerase-I is one of the best examples to use TMD simulation, as the initial and final 

structures are known in the form of open and closed enzyme forms. The things to be taken 

care-off are (1) the number of atoms, which should be equal in the initial and the final 

structures; (2) the target-fit-masks, which are used to best-fit the reference structure to the 

simulation structure; (3) the target-rms-masks, which are used to calculate the RMSD; and 

(4) the positional constraints, which are used to avoid the rotational and translational motion 

of the system during the TMD simulation.  

With the knowledge obtained from the above-mentioned six different cases, few more 

constraints should also be considered, like constraints up to C-γ atoms, which are able to 

enforce the relevant changes but with reduced deadlocks in single side chains; with no 

constraints on equivalent atoms in lipophilic side chains like VAL, ILE, and LEU. To allow 

recovery from dead-locks caused by larger parts of the structures, like the blockage of the 

base flip in the case of DNA polymerase I, longer simulations have to be carried out. Since 

smaller RMSD values extremely over-constrain the simulation, final target RMSD should be 

set to at least 1 Å with longer simulation time. To understand the mechanism involved in the 

nucleotide insertion and the closing mechanism of the DNA polymerase I, a longer TMD 

simulation with appropriate positional constraints by carefully choosing the target-fit-masks 

and the target-rms-masks according to case 2, will be carried out in the near future. 
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Summary 
 

The three-dimensional structure of a protein defines not only its size and shape, but also its 

function. The biological functions of the proteins are generally controlled by cooperative 

motions or correlated fluctuations of the three-dimensional structures. Experimental 

techniques such as X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy are extremely valuable and, 

at the moment, irreplaceable tools in determining the structures of the proteins in atomic 

detail [1, 2]. Mechanistic details can be deduced from these techniques by either finding a 

sequence of stable end-states of conformational transitions or trapping long-lived 

intermediates using molecular modifications. The exact conformational transitions between 

these states are, however, very difficult to characterize experimentally. Theoretical methods 

like molecular dynamics simulations starting from the experimental structure can fill this 

gap. One such example cooperative structural changes is the closing mechanism of DNA 

polymerase I, which catalyzes all DNA synthesis in nature often with astounding speed and 

accuracy. The hand-like arrangement, including a thumb, a palm and a fingers domain, of 

this enzyme plays an important role by inducing structural rearrangements in the form of a 

movement of the fingers domain towards the thumb domain, i.e., the transition from open to 

closed form, during nucleotide insertion [47-49]. 

To study this mechanism in more detail and identify reasons for the increased fidelity of 

DNA polymerase I mutants identified in the group of Andreas Marx [50], a specific kind of 

molecular dynamics simulations, targeted molecular dynamics (TMD) [106], are anticipated. 

To understand the behavior of such simulations regarding the chosen parameters but also to 

have an unbiased approach of analysis at hand, the aim of my thesis was to provide the 

prerequisites for starting simulations of the closing mechanism of DNA polymerase I 

(Klentaq1). 

The first challenge here was to design a new (unbiased) criterion for characterizing the 

global changes with the possibility to identify the local changing parts also. Molecular 

dynamics simulation, a complementary method to the experimental techniques in elucidating 

key aspects of biological processes, computes the complete ensemble of conformations as a 
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function of time. The results of MD simulations are stored in the form of trajectories, which 

are huge in size and take long time for the analysis. Measures like distances, contacts, 

hydrogen bonds, angles, torsion angles, radius of gyration and methods like secondary 

structure analysis and principle component analysis are used to analyze the MD simulation 

results. Among these measures, the most commonly used procedure is to calculate the root 

mean square deviation (RMSD), the root mean square distance between the corresponding 

atomic positions in two structures after the rotation and translation of one structure to align it 

optimally onto the other, in order to quantify similarity. This is a global measure and does not 

provide information of the changing parts of the structures. Apart from the traditional 

measures, TimeScapes [23], an automated method using a coarse-grained representation of 

amino acid side-chain (representative atoms) and calculates the distance between all pairs of 

the representative atoms, is very useful in the detection of potentially important structure-

changing events in long MD trajectories. The above-mentioned measures are either global 

measures with no distinctive information about the local changes or local measures without 

the information on the overall changes.  

To overcome the problems associated with the use of RMSD and other measures, in this 

thesis, I propose to use C
α
 torsion angles [45] – torsion angles derived from four consecutive 

C
α 

atoms – as an unbiased measure to analyze the MD simulation results. It is a highly 

valuable similarity measure on the global as well as substructure scale and can help to find 

major events, i.e., the molecular parts of the protein involved in the structural changes 

(spatial domain) and the times (temporal domain) at which the changes occurred.  

An in-house program was used to calculate C
α
 torsion angles, and a ‘m x n’ matrix, called 

C
α
 torsion angle progression matrix, was formed, where m represents the number of 

structures in the MD trajectory and n represents the number of C
α
 torsion angles. A method, 

namely C
α
 torsion angles total score (CATATS) method, based on a total similarity score, 

which uses the differences in the C
α
 torsion angles between the conformations to characterize 

the undergoing conformational transitions, was developed. This method was used to describe 

the global similarities derived from the C
α
 torsion angles in a number of biological test 

systems of different size. Three artificially high-temperature unfolding simulations of 

polypeptides with different amino acids length, α-Conotoxin (16 amino acids), Crambin (46 
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amino acids) and Ubiquitin (76 amino acids), were carried out. The total scores of each 

simulation were arranged as CATATS matrix and similarly a RMSD matrix was also formed. 

These matrices were represented as heat maps. This approach is not only providing an easy 

and quick way to compare a single structure with other structures, but is also very useful in 

visualizing and grouping the similar conformational structures into clusters. The main 

disadvantages of CATATS method are the inconclusiveness in distinguishing the influence 

of highly flexible parts and changes from different parts of the structures. Significant events 

(large changes of single central torsion angles) are masked by many thermally fluctuating 

torsion angles. 

To identify the major structurally changing parts, filter out the important amino acids, and 

the times at which the structural changes are happening, another methods based on single C
α
 

torsion angle was developed. This was tested on an unconstrained (20 ns) simulation of an 

open-form ternary complex of the large fragment of Thermus aquaticus DNA polymerase I 

(Klentaq1). The graphical representation of the C
α
 torsion angle progression matrix was 

given in the form of heat maps. By visual inspection of the heat map, two significantly 

changing regions, first region belongs to the thumb domain (torsion angle numbers 181 – 

230, corresponding to residues 475 -527) and the second region belongs to the fingers 

domain (torsion angle numbers 341 – 400, corresponding to residues 635 – 697), were 

identified after removing the rigid and flexible parts. The heat maps of these regions showed 

that the DNA polymerase I traversed a couple of biologically relevant conformational 

changes during the course of the MD simulation. The transitions leading to the (meta) stable 

intermediate were identified by clustering the C
α
 torsion angles with the cutoff criterion that 

specifies the minimum dissimilarity at which two structures are considered to belong to two 

different clusters. The (meta) stable structure was identified around half time of the 20 ns 

simulation based on C
α
 torsion angle clustering, which was confirmed by the calculation of 

the RMSD values compared to the open and closed form showed that this metastable 

structure is an intermediate of the closing process and named as half-closed form. The torsion 

angle numbers 354 to 387 (largest flexible group), 395 to 407 and 438 to 453 (two additional 

groups) from the fingers domain and the torsion angle numbers 182 to 202 from the thumb 

domain are the torsion angles responsible for the partial closing mechanism. Finally, a 

detailed analysis was carried out by concentrating on these spatial regions highlighted by C
α
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torsion angle changes. TimeScapes approach was used and identified a salt bridge, which 

brought the fingers and the thumb domain to approach each other and initiated the closing 

mechanism. By combining the C
α
 torsion angles with the RMSD and the TimeScapes 

approach, as they give complementary information, one can extract secrets out of the MD 

simulations.  

The second challenge was to identify optimal parameters for the TMD simulations on the 

closing mechanism of DNA polymerase I. These events have to be accelerated to be 

observed in a computationally feasible MD simulation. TMD simulation, a well-suited 

method to calculate the transition pathways by continuously diminishing the RMSD value 

between initial and target structures by means of steering forces, was carried out to see the 

transitions from the open to the closed enzyme form of DNA polymerase I. Six TMD 

simulations with different constrains (cases) were carried out. For more details on constrains, 

the reader can refer Table 4.2 of chapter 4 of the thesis. Among the six different cases, case 2 

and case 4 showed better results with the incoming nucleotide paired with its pairing base 

from the template, with the RMSD value of 0.478 Å and 0.533 Å to the target structure, 

respectively.  

The influences of different starting structures on the progression of the TMD simulation 

were analyzed with the starting structures taken from a normal MD simulation after 1ns (case 

4), 5 ns (case 5), and 10 ns (case 6). In case 5 and case 6, the final orientation of the pairing 

base was totally different, because of the target force applied during TMD simulation forced 

the pairing base and its surroundings differently, which led to dead-lock situations. This 

behavior is, on the one hand, caused by the non-optimal starting structure since especially the 

nucleobases change their orientation in the simulation used for the starting-structure 

generation. On the other hand, it is also caused by suboptimal constraints used in the TMD 

simulation. In case 2, the flipping of Tyr 671 away from the template, the movement of O-

helix and a sequence of structural changes in the binding site allowed the pairing base to 

form a Watson-Crick base-pair with the incoming nucleotide and completed the transition 

from the open to the closed enzyme form in an appropriate manner even when starting from 

the 10ns starting structure. Thus, I proposed the setup in case 2 as a preferred protocol to 

investigate the closing mechanism of DNA polymerase I. 
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With the knowledge obtained from these six different cases, the optimal choices for the 

following parameters and important simulation details have been identified: (1) the atoms, 

which had to be added or removed in the initial and the target structures to fulfil the 

prerequisite of equal number of atoms; (2) the target-fit-masks, which are used to best-fit the 

target structure to the simulation structure; (3) the target-rms-masks, which are used to 

calculate the RMSD; (4) the positional constraints, which are used to avoid the rotational and 

translational motion of the system during the TMD simulation; and (5) constraints up to C
γ
 

atoms, which are able to enforce the relevant changes but with reduced deadlocks in single 

side chains; with no constraints on equivalent atoms in lipophilic side chains like VAL, ILE, 

and LEU. 

By identifying the optimal parameters including the set of atoms to be constrained and the 

development of an unbiased method to analyze the structural changes in the system and the 

time series of these changes in the large number of anticipated simulations, all perquisites for 

studying the closing mechanism of DNA polymerase I are now fulfilled. To understand the 

mechanism and the influences of the involved species, longer TMD simulations with 

appropriate positional constrains as well as target-fit-masks and target-rms-masks according 

to case 2 will be carried out in the near future. For statistical significance, this study will be 

continued with multiple parallel simulations to characterize the influences of different 

incoming nucleotides, different mismatched base-pairs and different mutants of DNA 

polymerase I during the closing mechanism enforced by TMD simulation.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Die dreidimensionale Struktur eines Proteins bestimmt nicht nur seine Größe und Form 

sondern auch seine Funktion. Biologische Funktionen werden generell durch kooperative 

Bewegung oder korrelierte Fluktuationen der dreidimensionalen Struktur kontrolliert. 

Experimentelle Techniken wie die Röntgen-Kristallographie oder die NMR-Spektroskopie 

sind extrem nützliche und im Moment unersetzbare Werkzeuge um die Struktur von 

Proteinen in atomarer Auflösung aufzuklären [1, 2]. Mechanistische Details können von 

diesen Methoden abgeleitet werden, indem Sequenzen von stabilen Zuständen der 

Konformationsänderung untersucht oder langlebige Intermediate durch molekulare 

Modifikationen stabilisiert werden. Es ist aber extrem kompliziert die exakten 

Konformationsänderungen zwischen diesen Zuständen experimentell zu charakterisieren. 

Theoretische Methoden wie Molekular-Dynamik-Simulationen basieren auf den 

experimentellen Strukturen können diese Lücke schließen. Ein Beispiel für eine solche 

kooperative Konformationsänderung ist der Schließmechanismus von DNA-Polymerase I, 

welche die DNA-Synthese in der Natur mit einer erstaunlichen Geschwindigkeit und 

Basenpaar-Genauigkeit katalysiert. Die handähnliche Anordnung dieses Enzyms, welche 

eine Daumen-, Handfläche- und Finger-Domäne enthält, spielt eine entscheidende Rolle, 

indem sie während des Nukleotid-Einbaus eine strukturelle Reorganisation in der Form einer 

Bewegung der Finger-Domäne auf die Daumen-Domäne zu, d.h. die Transformation von der 

offenen in die geschlossene Form, initiiert [47-49]. 

Um den Mechanismus genauer zu studieren und Gründe für die höhere Basenpaar-

Genauigkeit von in der Arbeitsgruppe von Andreas Marx [50] identifizierten Mutanten der 

DNA Polymerase I aufzudecken, wird die Durchführung einer spezifischen Art von 

Molekular-Dynamik-Simulationen (Targeted Molecular Dynamics, TMD [106]) angestrebt. 

Um das Verhalten dieser Methode bei der Anwendung auf das spezielle System zu verstehen 

aber auch um einen unvoreingenommen Ansatz zur Analyse der Simulationen zu haben, war 

die Aufgabe meiner Arbeit all Vorbedingungen für den Start der Simulation des 

Schließmechanismus von DNA-Polymerase I (Klentaq1) bereitzustellen. 
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Die erste Herausforderung war die Bereitstellung eines neuen, unvoreingenommenen 

Kriteriums zur Charakterisierung der globalen Änderungen mit der Möglichkeit, auch die 

sich lokal ändernden Bereiche zu identifizieren. Molekular-Dynamik-Simulationen, eine zu 

den experimentellen Verfahren komplementäre Methode zur Aufklärung von 

Schlüsselpunkten biologischer Prozesse, berechnet das vollständige Ensemble der 

Konformationen als eine Funktion der Zeit. Die Ergebnisse der MD-Simulationen werden in 

Form von Trajektorien gespeichert, die sehr groß und damit sehr aufwendig zu analysieren 

sein können. Maße wie Abstände, Atomkontakte, Wasserstoff-Brücken, Winkel, 

Torsionswinkel und Trägheitsradien sowie Methoden wie Sekundärstrukturanalyse und 

Hauptkomponentenanalyse (Principle Component Analysis, PCA) werden für die 

Auswertung von MD-Simulationen verwendet. Unter diesen Maßen ist die Berechnung der 

Wurzel des gemittelten quadratischen Abstands der Atompositionen (Root Mean Square 

Deviation, RMSD) nach optimaler Überlagerung der beiden Strukturen die häufigste 

Prozedur um Ähnlichkeiten zu entdecken. Dieser RMSD ist aber ein globales Kriterium und 

gibt keine Informationen zu den sich ändernden Bereichen. Die automatisierte Methode 

TimeScapes [23], die eine vergröberte Repräsentierung der Aminosäuren (repräsentative 

Atome) und die Berechnung von Abständen zwischen Paaren dieser repräsentativen Atomen 

verwendet, ist sehr hilfreich für das Auffinden von potentiell wichtigen Strukturänderungen 

in langen MD-Simulationen. Alle bisher genannten Maße sind entweder globale Größen ohne 

Informationen bezüglich der lokalen Änderungen oder lokale Größen, die keine 

Informationen über die übergeordneten Änderungen enthalten. 

Um die Probleme mit der Verwendung von RMSD und anderen ähnlichen Maßen zu 

umgehen, habe ich in dieser Arbeit C
α
-Torsionswinkel [45], die durch vier 

aufeinanderfolgende C
α
-Atome gebildet werden, als unabhängiges Kriterium vorgeschlagen. 

Es ist ein hervorragendes Kriterium auf der globalen sowie Substruktur-Größenordnung und 

hilft bei der Auffindung von wichtigen Ereignissen, d.h. bei der Identifizierung von sich 

ändernden Proteinteilen und den Zeiten, an denen diese Änderungen stattfinden. 

Ein selbstentwickeltes Programm wurde dazu verwendet die C
α
-Torsionswinkel zu 

berechnen und diese in Form einer m∙n-Matrix (C
α
 torsion angle progression matrix) 

abzuspeichern, wobei m die Anzahl der Strukturen in der MD-Trajektorie und n die Anzahl 
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der Torsionswinkel repräsentiert. Darauf aufbauend wurde eine Methode (C
α
 torsion angles 

total score, CATATS) entwickelt, die eine Gesamtähnlichkeit der Strukturen basieren auf den 

Differenzen aller Torsionswinkel berechnet. Diese Methode wurde dazu verwendet, die 

Gesamtähnlichkeit in Simulationen von biologischen Testsystemen unterschiedlicher Größe 

zu analysieren. Drei artifizielle Hochtemperatur-Simulationen zur Entfaltung von 

Polypeptiden wurden durchgeführt: α-Conotoxin (16 Aminosäuren), Crambin (46 

Aminosäuren) und Ubiquitin (76 Aminosäuren). Die Gesamtähnlichkeiten aller möglichen 

Kombinationen von Strukturen wurden in eine CATATS-Matrix angeordnet und eine 

entsprechende RMSD-Matrix wurde ebenfalls erzeugt. Diese Matrizen wurden dann als 

Falschfarbenbilden (Heat Maps) visualisiert. Dieser Ansatz bietet nicht nur die Möglichkeit, 

eine Struktur schnell und einfach mit anderen zu vergleichen, sondern auch zur 

Visualisierung und Einteilung von ähnlichen Strukturen in Cluster. Der Hauptnachteil von 

CATATS ist die Anfälligkeit für Störungen durch sehr flexibler Regionen sowie die 

Unfähigkeit Änderungen in verschiedenen Bereichen des Moleküls zu trennen. Wichtige 

Ereignisse, wie z.B. die Änderung eines einzelnen zentralen Torsionswinkels) können durch 

die vielen thermischen Fluktuationen der anderen Torsionswinkel überlagert werden. 

Um die wichtigen Strukturänderungen zu finden, die interessanten Aminosäuren 

herauszufiltern und Zeitpunkte der Änderungen zu bestimmen, wurde eine weiter auf C
α
-

Torsionswinkel basierende Methode entwickelt. Diese wurde an einer 20ns-Simulation der 

offenen Form des ternären Komplexes des großen Fragments der Thermus aquaticus DNA 

Polymerase I (Klentaq1) getestet. Die C
α
 torsion angle progression matrix wurde wiederum 

in Form eines Falschfarbenbildes visualisiert. Durch visuelle Prüfung konnten leicht zwei 

sich signifikant ändernde Regionen sowie rigide und hoch flexible Bereiche identifiziert 

werden. Der erste wichtige Teil gehört zur Daumen-Domäne (Torsionswinkel 181-230, 

Aminosäuren 475-527) und der zweite zur Finger-Domäne (Torsionwinkel 341-400, 

Aminosäuren 635-697). Die Falschfarbenbilder dieser Regionen zeigen, dass DNA 

Polymerase I eine Reihe von biologisch relevanten Konformationsänderungen während der 

MD-Simulation durchläuft. Die Transformationen, welche zu einem (meta-)stabilen 

Zwischenzustand führten, konnten durch ein Cluster-Verfahren ermittelt werden, wobei ein 

Kriterium basieren auf einzelnen Torsionswinkeln die Unähnlichkeit bewertet, bei der zwei 

Strukturen noch dem gleichen Cluster zugeordnet werden. Das (meta-)stabile Intermediat 
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wurde ca. bei der Hälfte der Simulationszeit gefunden. RMSD-Berechnungen im Vergleich 

zur offenen und geschlossenen Struktur bestätigen diese neue Struktur und dass diese eine 

Zwischenstruktur des Schließmechanismus ist, weswegen sie von mir als halbgeschlossen 

Struktur bezeichnet wurde. Torsionswinkel 354-387, 395-407 und 438-453 der Finger-

Domäne sowie 182-202 der Daumen-Domäne sind hauptsächlich für den partiellen 

Schließmechanismus verantwortlich. Abschließend wurde eine detaillierte Analyse der 

Regionen durchgeführt, die durch die C
α
-Torsionswinkel identifiziert wurden. TimeScapes 

wurde verwendet und konnte eine Salzbrücke identifizieren, die die Daumen- und Finger-

Domäne zueinander führt und den Schließmechanismus initiiert. Somit konnte die 

Kombination von C
α
-Torsionswinkel-Clustering mit RMSD-Berechnungen und TimeScapes, 

mit ihren komplementären Informationen, versteckte Einzelheiten in dieser Simulation in 

einer unvoreingenommenen und halbautomatisierten Weise aufdecken. 

Die zweite Herausforderung war die Ermittlung optimaler Parameter für die Durchführung 

der Targeted-MD-Simulationen des Schließmechanismus. Eine solche Simulation muss 

beschleunigt werden, um die entsprechenden mechanistischen Ereignisse in einer 

rechentechnisch akzeptablen Zeit beobachten zu können. Target-MD-Simulationen ist eine 

Methode zur Berechnung von Übergangswegen durch die mit Hilfe von Zusatzkräften 

forcierte kontinuierliche Verringerung der RMSD-Werte zu einer gegebenen Endstruktur. 

Sechs verschiedene Simulationen mit verschieden Abstandbedingungen, d.h. Auswahl von 

Atomen, die auf die Positionen in der Endstruktur gezogen werden, wurden durchgeführt. 

Für Details bezüglich dieser Bedingungen verweise ich auf Tabelle 4.2. in Kapitel 4. Unter 

den sechs Fällen zeigten nur Fall 2 und 4 gute Ergebnisse bezüglich der Basenpaarung des 

einzubauenden Nukleotids und finalen RMSD-Werten von 0.478 Å bzw. 0.533 Å zur 

angestrebten Endstruktur. Der Einfluss der Startstruktur auf den Verlauf der Targeted-MD-

Simulation wurde anhand von Strukturen getestet, die einer normalen Simulation nach 1ns 

(Fall 4), 5 ns (Fall 5) bzw. 10 ns (Fall 6) entnommen wurden. In Fall 5 und 6 entsprach die 

Orientierung der Nukleobase, die mit dem einzubauenden Nukleotids ein Basenpaar bilden 

sollte, in keiner Weise der Kirstallstruktur. Die Zusatzkräfte der Targeted-MD zwingen die 

Struktur in eine Konformation, aus der die richtige Basenpaarung nicht mehr möglich ist. 

Grund für das Verhalten ist einerseits die Startkonformation, da gerade die Nucleobasen in 

der MD-Simulation zur Erzeugung der Startstrukturen deutlich ihre Orientierung ändern. 
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Andererseits ist aber auch die Wahl der Abstandsbedingungen für die Target-MD bei diesen 

drei Simulationen nicht ideal. So erfolgt im Fall 2 mit anderen Abstandsbedingungen die 

Konformationsänderung von Tyr671 weg von der Template-DNA, die Verschiebung der O-

Helix und eine Sequenz von Strukturänderungen in der Bindetasche, die die korrekte 

Ausbildung des Basenpaars mit dem einzubauenden Nukleotids auch ausgehend von der 

10ns-Struktur ermöglichen. Damit ist in diesem Fall die Transformation von der offenen in 

die geschlossene Form auch aus einer ungünstigen Startstruktur einwandfrei möglich und ich 

schlage deswegen die Parameter von Fall 2 als bevorzugtes Protokoll für die Simulation des 

Schließmechanismus vor. 

Mit den Erkenntnissen aus den sechs Simulationen konnten somit die optimalen Parameter 

und wichtige Simulationsdetails identifiziert werden: (1) Atome wurden ermittelt, die aus der 

experimentellen Start- und Endstruktur entfernt oder zu diesen addiert werden mussten, 

damit die Voraussetzung der Targeted-MD erfüllt ist, dass beide Strukturen die gleiche 

chemische Zusammensetzung aufweisen. (2) Die target-fit-mask wurde bestimmt, welche die 

Atome spezifiziert, die für die Überlagerung der Strukturen aus der Simulation und der 

angestrebten Endstruktur verwendet werden. (3) Die Auswahl der Atome, die für das RMSD-

Kriterium in der Targeted-MD-Simulation verwendet werden (target-rms-mask), wurde 

optimiert. (4) Der Vorteil der Verwendung von Positionsbeschränkungen, um die Rotation 

und Translation des Gesamtsystems zu verhindern, wurde gezeigt und die entsprechenden 

Atome ausgewählt. (5) Zusätzlich wurde gezeigt, dass die target-rms-mask vom Rückgrat bis 

maximal zum C
γ
-Atom reichen und keine chemisch äquivalenten Atome in unpolaren 

Seitenketten wie VAL, ILE und LEU enthalten soll. 

Durch die Bestimmung der optimalen Parameter, vor allem die in den Abstands- und 

Positionsbeschränkungen enthaltenen Atome, sowie der Entwicklung der 

unvoreingenommenen Methode zur Analyse der Strukturänderungen und zeitlichen Abfolgen 

dieser Änderungen auch in einer großen Zahl von Simulationen, sind nun alle 

Voraussetzungen für die Untersuchung des Schließmechanismus der DNA Polymerase I 

gegeben. Zur Untersuchung der Mechanismen abhängig von den beteiligten Spezies sollen in 

naher Zukunft längere Simulationen mit den entsprechenden Parametern des Falls 2 

durchgeführt werden. Um die nötige statistische Signifikanz zu erreichen, sollen mehrere 
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parallele Simulationen verwendet werden, wobei Kombinationen aus verschiedenen 

einzubauenden Nukleotiden und verschieden Polymerase-Mutanten verwendet und damit 

deren Einfluss auf den Schließmechanismus aufgeklärt werden. 
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Appendices 
 

Appendix – I: 

 

Appendix – I: The crystal structure of α-Conotoxin (PDB 1AKG) in yellow color, Crambin 

(PDB 1EJG) in green color, and Ubiquitin (PDB 1UBQ) in blue color are represented in 

cartoon model.  
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Appendix – II a: 

 

 

 

Appendix – II a: Pair-wise comparison of C
α
 atoms RMSD between every 100 ps structures 

of the 20 ns unfolding simulation of α-conotoxin PnIB (PDB 1AKG) shown as heat maps: 

Similar and dissimilar structures are color-coded in blue and yellow, respectively. (Clear and 

enlarged version of Figure 2.1 - Left). 
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Appendix – II b: 

 

 

 

Appendix – II b: Pair-wise comparison of CATATS (right) between every 100 ps structures 

of the 20 ns unfolding simulation of α-conotoxin PnIB (PDB 1AKG) shown as heat maps: 

Similar and dissimilar structures are color-coded in blue and yellow, respectively. (Clear and 

enlarged version of Figure 2.1 – Right). 
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Appendix – III: 

 

Appendix – III: The hierarchical cluster tree of all the snap-shots is shown as dendrogram by 

using hierarchical cluster assigner node in KNIME. The snap-shot numbers are plotted in the 

X-axis and the CATATS are in the Y-axis. (Clear and enlarged version of Figure 2.2). 
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Appendix – IV a: 

 

 

 

Appendix – IV a: Clustering based on RMSD with respect to the cluster count 15. (Clear and 

enlarged version of Figure 2.3 – Left). 
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Appendix – IV b: 

 

 

 

Appendix – IV b: Clustering based on CATATS with respect to the cluster count 15. (Clear 

and enlarged version of Figure 2.3 – Right). 
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Appendix – V a: 

 

 

 

Appendix – V a: Clustering based on RMSD with respect to the cluster count 10. (Clear and 

enlarged version of Figure 2.4 – Left). 
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Appendix – V b: 

 

 

 

Appendix – V b: Clustering based on CATATS with respect to the cluster count 10. (Clear 

and enlarged version of Figure 2.4 – Right). 
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Appendix – VI a 

: 

 

 

Appendix – VI a: Clustering based on RMSD with respect to the cluster count 5. (Clear and 

enlarged version of Figure 2.5 – Left). 
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Appendix – VI b: 

 

 

 

Appendix – VI b: Clustering based on CATATS with respect to the cluster count 5. (Clear 

and enlarged version of Figure 2.5 – Right). 
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Appendix – VII: 

 

Appendix – VII: Superposition of starting (in green color), half-closed form (in yellow color) 

and final (in red color) structures of the MD simulation. A portion of fingers domain, in 

particular the modelled loop and the O-helix which were showing the clear changes in the 

half-closed form (in yellow color) are shown separately. (Clear and enlarged version of 

Figure 3.3). 
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Appendix – VIII a: 

 

 

 

Appendix – VIII a: The heat map shows N x N RMSD matrix of all the structures of TMD 

simulation (case 4). 
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Appendix – VIII b: 

 

 

 

Appendix – VIII b: The heat map shows N x N RMSD matrix of all the structures of TMD 

simulation (case 5). 
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Appendix – VIII c: 

 

 

 

Appendix – VIII c: The heat map shows N x N RMSD matrix of all the structures of TMD 

simulation (case 6). 
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